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Computing and information technology is fundamentally changing the face of
modern science. Traditional methods of performing scientific studies are now
making way for the next generation of methods that use computing technology. However, the kinds of calculations that scientists wish to perform, and the
ways in which they want to collect, archive and analyze information has posed
several new challenges in data management and algorithm design. Achieving
the goal of using computing technology effectively in scientific applications has
become an important area of research in computer science, called eScience or
data-driven science.
Most data-driven scientific applications are aimed at studying and understanding some real world physical phenomenon. The general methodology followed by a scientist is to first model the physical phenomenon either directly
from the mathematical equations governing the phenomenon, or from a large
dataset of observations about the phenomenon. Recent advances in data management, data mining and machine learning have addressed numerous challenges that arise in this first stage of model building. However, the state of the
art methods are inadequate in addressing challenges that arise in the second
stage of a data driven scientific study, where the scientist uses the model she
has built to help her understand the physical phenomenon, using tools such as
computer simulation and visualization.

This thesis identifies and addresses data management challenges that arise
when a complex model built for a real world phenomenon is analyzed by a
scientist to gain insights about the phenomenon. The first part of the thesis concentrates on high-dimensional function approximation (HFA), a problem relevant to virtually all applications that use computer simulation as the methodology for understanding complex models. We explore various aspects of HFA in
depth, identify key data management problems, and propose solutions that significantly speedup long running scientific simulations. Besides computer simulation, visualizing low dimensional summaries of a complex model is another
method commonly used by scientists to understand models. Most real world
models are complex and involve thousands of attributes. In order to get a very
good understanding of a model, a scientist generates a very large number of low
dimensional summaries for the model. Generating large sets of summaries for
a complex model presents a challenging data management task and the second
part of the thesis develops scalable algorithms for solving this data management
problem.
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CHAPTER 1
INDEXING FOR FUNCTION APPROXIMATION

Simulation is one of the most powerful tools that scientists have at their disposal for studying and understanding real-world physical phenomena. In order to be realistic, the mathematical models which drive simulations are often
very complex and run for a very large number of simulation steps. The required
computational resources often make it infeasible to evaluate simulation models
exactly at each step, and thus scientists trade accuracy for reduced simulation
cost.
In this paper, we explore function approximation for a combustion simulation. In particular, we model high-dimensional function approximation (HFA)
as a storage and retrieval problem, and we show that HFA defines a novel class
of applications for high dimensional index structures. The interesting property
of HFA is that it imposes a mixed query/update workload on the index which
leads to novel tradeoffs between the efficiency of search versus updates. We investigate in detail one specific approach to HFA based on Taylor Series expansions and we analyze tradeoffs in index structure design through a thorough
experimental study.

1.1 Introduction

Studying physical phenomena through computer simulation is an important
method of scientific research. Application areas include studies of heat and
Reprinted, with permission, from B.Panda, M. Riedewald, S. B. Pope, J. Gehrke, L. P. Chew.
”Indexing For Function Approximation”. Published in the proceedings of the 32nd International
Conference On Very Large Databases. c 2006 VLDB Endowment.
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mass transfer, fluid dynamics, combustion, evaporation and many more [69, 70].
The general methodology in these application areas is similar. Scientists first understand the physical laws that govern the observed phenomenon. These laws
then drive a mathematical model that is used in simulations as an approximation of reality.
In practice scientists often face serious computational challenges. The more
realistic the model, the more complex the corresponding mathematical equations. As an example, consider the simulation of a combustion process [67], the
application that brought our group together. Simulation of combustion requires
tracking the composition of gases in a combustion chamber and the change in
their compositions over time. The transition from one composition to the next
is defined by a complex high-dimensional transition function. Depending on
the gases studied, a composition can be described using nine dimensions for a
simple Hydrogen simulation and fifty or more dimensions for a Methane simulation. A single transition step (which is an evaluation of this function) can
require millions of floating point operations. On a modern processor with the
optimized code of the domain scientists, a simple Hydrogen simulation of low
dimensionality would run for a few hours, while a Methane simulation with
higher dimensionality would require several weeks. Simulations need to be run
for many different gases and different configurations for each gas. This problem is not specific to combustion simulation, but representative of a large class
of scientific simulations that require repeated evaluations of computationally
expensive functions that govern a physical process [34, 49, 55].
To trade accuracy for simulation time, the domain scientists do not expend
the resources to evaluate the function for each transition step, but instead use

2

cheaper approximations. The main approach to function approximation is to
build a model fˆ of the function. Given a query point x at which the function
ˆ which apf must be evaluated, function approximation techniques return f(x)
proximates the true value f (x) within a specified error tolerance. There are two
main types of function approximations. Global approximation techniques use
a single model to represent f . Local approximation techniques break the domain into regions, representing each region with a different model. It has been
shown that local approximations work better for the class of simulations that
are the focus of this paper [34, 45].
A local function approximation scheme poses two main challenges. First, we
need to decide how to select appropriate regions in the domain of the function,
such that f can be approximated well within each region by a model fˆ. Approaches based on the Taylor Series are generally accepted for approximating
high-dimensional functions in this domain [48, 55, 67]. The second challenge is
to efficiently store the regions such that given a query point x, we can efficiently
ˆ
find the region responsible for x in order to calculate f(x).
It is this storage and
retrieval part that we think the database community can make significant contributions to. The domain scientists already took the first steps by developing
the ISAT method [55] for indexing of regions. In collaboration with them, we
are now studying the general problem of high-dimensional function approximation (HFA) and the design of efficient index structures for it. The workload
imposed on indexing structures by HFA is very different from the workloads
studied so far in the literature [7, 29].
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• We introduce the novel problem of high-dimensional function approxi3

mation as an application of high-dimensional indexing, and we describe
an algorithmic framework that abstracts the salient elements of an HFA
application (Sections 1.2 and 1.3).
• We give an analysis of the index design tradeoffs that this problem poses,
and we identify their effects on the overall performance of HFA (Section 1.4).
• We perform a thorough evaluation of a set of candidate index structures
from the database community for this application (Section 1.5).

Section 1.6 discusses related work and Section 1.7 concludes the paper.
We would like to emphasize that this paper presents an exciting new direction of research into high-dimensional indexing, and it is this connection between an active application area and the database community that we believe is
one of the major contributions of this paper.

1.2 Problem Formulation

We first introduce the basic problem of high-dimensional function approximation and then show in Section 1.3 how it leads to a challenging indexing problem. We start with our case study, an example of a typical scientific application
that uses HFA to improve the running time of simulations. We then formally
define the resulting HFA problem.

4

Particle
Air

Output
Methane

Air + Methane

Figure 1.1: Combustion Chamber

1.2.1 Simulating Combustion
The application simulates the combustion of a hydrocarbon in a reaction chamber. The chamber has three inflows (air, the hydrocarbon being studied —
Methane in the diagram, and a mixture of air and hydrocarbon) and a single
outflow (see Figure 1.1). The gases flow into the chamber at different rates
which are input parameters to the simulation. The simulation starts with a userspecified number of particles in the chamber. Each particle p has a user-specified
chemical composition, which is described by its thermochemical composition
vector φp (t) = hY1p (t), Y2p (t), . . . , Ysp (t), hi, where s is the number of chemical
species in p, Yip (t) is the mass fraction of chemical species i in particle p at time t
of the simulation, and h (which is a constant) is the enthalpy of the particle [67].
Each simulation step consists of the following three phases:

1. Inflow-Outflow: Some of the particles in the reactor leave through the
outflow and the same number of new particles enter from the inflows in
ratios proportional to the rates of the inflow.
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Figure 1.2: Application Model

2. Mixing: Particles in the reactor mix with each other, generating new particle compositions.
3. Reaction: The particle compositions evolve due to reaction and the new
compositions must be calculated for all particles.

The computationally expensive part is the reaction step, which for a particle
p is described by a reaction function f that maps one thermochemical composition to the next composition.

Moreover, typical simulations require 108 to

1010 reaction function evaluations. These factors can cause simulations to run
for years if the function value is calculated at each step. Thus in practice, the
domain scientists accept approximations to f in order to be able to run large,
complex simulations.

1.2.2 Application Model
Combustion simulation is representative of the class of applications that our
methods apply to in general. Figure 1.2 shows the general framework. There
is an application simulating some mathematical model, which we call the simulator. The simulator generates query points at which the value of a function f
is required. These function values are used by the simulator to generate future
query points. The application queries a function approximator for the func-
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tion values. The approximator can calculate the exact value1 using the function
evaluator, which is an expensive operation, or it can use some algorithm to return approximate values within a user specified error tolerance. Typically, the
approximator has limited knowledge about f , e.g., only previously calculated
function values.

1.2.3 Problem Definition
Let us now define the function approximation problem for the above application
model. We start by defining an ε-approximation of a function value.
Definition 1 Let f : Rm → Rn be a function, let x ∈ Rm and let ε ∈ R. We say that
fˆ(x) ∈ Rn is an ε-approximation of f (x) at x if k fˆ(x) − f (x) k< ε.
We can now formalize the function approximation problem as a game between two players, the simulator (application) and the function approximator.
In the first round of the game, the simulator produces query point x1 , and the
ˆ 1 ) at computational cost c1 , where fˆ is an εfunction approximator computes f(x
approximation to f . In the next round, the simulator takes fˆ(x1 ) and computes
x2 , the function approximator generates fˆ(x2 ) at cost c2 and so on. Note that in
general xi+1 , among other things depends on fˆ(xi ), i = 1, . . . , n − 1. The game
stops after n rounds. The goal of function approximation is, for a given ε, to
P
minimize the total cost, min ni=1 ci .
In this paper we study approximators that attempt to minimize the total cost
by partitioning the input domain into local regions and modeling each region
1

Up to the accuracy of the evaluator. In practice the evaluator is a differential equation solver
that introduces some error as well.
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ˆ The motivation is that the local regions enable cheaper approxiwith some f.
mate computation. We make this notion of local region more formal in the next
definition.

Definition 2 An ε-Local Region Rf,fˆ(x, ε) ⊆ Rm for function f based on approximation fˆ at point x is a maximal connected region containing x ∈ Rm such that
∀x′ ∈ Rf,fˆ(x, ε) : fˆ(x′ ) is an ε-approximation of f (x′ ).

As a shortcut, we will often refer to an ε-Local Region Rf,fˆ(x, ε) for function f
based on approximation fˆ at point x as Local Region when the parameters are
clear from the context.
There is a cost associated with finding the Local Region around a point. At
the very least a function evaluation is required for the “center” of the region,
together with additional computation for determining the extent of the region.
Assuming that this cost is approximately the same for all regions, we can minimize total function approximation cost by finding the smallest set of Local Regions that covers all query points. The hardness of this problem is analyzed in
the next section.

1.2.4 Analysis
In this section we show that the function approximation problem is hard. This
applies to both its offline and its online formulation. We show hardness for
an easier version of the problem, where the Local Region of x is obtained for
free when f (x) is computed. The more general case, i.e., where determining
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the extent of the Local Region around x has some cost assigned to it as well, is
therefore at least as hard.
Offline problem: Given a set X = {x1 , . . . , xn } of query points, find the
smallest set L = {l1 , . . . , lk } of Local Regions in the data space (not limited to
Local Regions around the query points), such that for each xi ∈ X there is an
lj ∈ L, which contains xi .
If the Local Regions are constrained to be hyper-spheres, we can show by
reduction from Geometric Covering By Discs [39], that the offline problem is
NP-complete. This implies that the more general formulation above is at least as
hard.
Using a similar reduction, we can show the same hardness results even for a
restricted version of the offline problem. In this restricted version, we constrain
L to be a subset of {Rf,fˆ(x1 , ε), . . . , Rf,fˆ(xn , ε)}, i.e., we can only choose from the
Local Regions around query points.
In practice the algorithm for function approximation does not know the
query points in advance. It has to solve an online problem, where query points
are presented one-by-one.
Online problem: For i > 0 let X(i) = {x1 , . . . , xi } and L(i) = {l1 , . . . , lk(i) },
where k(i) is some integer with k(i − 1) ≤ k(i) for all i > 1. Find the smallest set
L(n), such that the following holds for each set X(i): Each x ∈ X(i) is contained
in some Local Region l ∈ L(i).
Intuitively the set X(i) contains the query points seen until time i, and L(i)
contains the Local Regions that have been materialized until time i. To be able
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to compute the function for query point xi , xi has to be contained in one of the
Local Regions that are available at time i. If no such Local Region exists, it has
to be inserted into L(i).
A standard performance measure for online algorithms is the competitive
ratio [8]. It measures the cost of the online algorithm for an input sequence
(x1 , . . . , xn ) relative to an optimal offline algorithm, which knows the whole input in advance. The competitive ratio is defined as the worst (i.e., highest) ratio
over all possible inputs of length n. If this ratio is independent of n, i.e., bounded
by a constant c, then the online algorithm is c-competitive. E.g., if the online
algorithm never materializes more than twice as many Local Regions as the optimal offline algorithm, then it is 2-competitive. Notice that it is often possible
to analyze competitiveness even without knowing the optimal algorithm [8].
We can show that there exists no deterministic online algorithm that is competitive. Due to space constraints we only sketch the proof. The adversary can
always construct a function (even if we are restricted to smooth functions), such
that the online algorithm has to materialize a new Local Region for every query
xi , while the offline algorithm can pick a single Local Region that contains all
query points.
Figure 1.3 illustrates the construction. The figure shows a one-dimensional
function where linear interpolations are used as fˆ, i.e., fˆ for a Local Region is
fˆ(a) = f (x) + sx × (x − a), where sx is the derivative of f at x. Note that the
Local Regions in this case are intervals. For q1 , . . . , q4 , the Local Regions around
them do not contain any other qi , but the Local Region of q5 covers the whole
domain. Since the online algorithm is deterministic, the adversary can always
select a function such that all Local Regions computed by the online algorithm
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Figure 1.3: Example For Non-competitiveness

are around points like q1 , . . . , q4 , while the offline algorithm can choose an optimal point like q5 . This construction even works for the more restricted online
problem, where materialized Local Regions have to be selected from the Local
Regions defined by the query points. The adversary constructs the same function and input; it simply selects a point like q5 as the last query point.
The proof of non-competitiveness might appear contrived. However, without knowing the nature of the function it is impossible to rule out the case that
there are “large” Local Regions that contain many “small” Local Regions. We
are currently exploring what properties of a function could be taken advantage
of to obtain better competitiveness.
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Algorithm 1: Framework For Function Approximation
Require: Query Point x, Index Structure S
1: if ∃hRf,fˆ(x’, ε), fˆi ∈ S such that x ∈ Rf,fˆ(x’, ε) then
2:

Compute y = fˆ(x)

3: else
4:

Compute y = f (x)

5:

Update(S, x, f (x))

6: end if
7: return y

Algorithm 2: Simple Update
Require: S, x, f (x)
1: Add new hRf,fˆ(x, ε), fˆi to S

1.3 An Algorithmic Framework

In this section we introduce an algorithmic framework for the problem, which
highlights the indexing problem in function approximation. Since the results
from our analysis in 1.2.4 are discouraging, we start with algorithms that we
abstracted from the approach of the domain scientists: A greedy heuristic (Section 1.3.1) and its refinements (Section 1.3.2). We then summarize the instantiation of choice of this framework by the domain scientists (Section 1.3.3).
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Algorithm 3: Update With Grow
Require: S, x, f (x)
1: if ∃hR̂f,fˆ(x’, ε), fˆi ∈ S : x can be included in R̂f,fˆ(x’, ε) then
2:

for all hR̂f,fˆ(x’, ε), fˆi ∈ S do
if x can be included in R̂f,fˆ(x’, ε) then

3:

Update hR̂f,fˆ(x’, ε), fˆi to include x

4:

end if

5:
6:

end for

7: else
8:

Add new hR̂f,fˆ(x, ε), fˆi to S

9: end if

1.3.1 A Greedy Heuristic
Since the problem is hard and there is no hope for a competitive online algorithm, we use a simple greedy strategy as shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm
maintains an index structure S, which contains the Local Regions around previously evaluated query points. Given a new query point x, it first tries to find a
Local Region that contains x (Lines 1-2). If the point lies in some Local Region,
an approximate value of f (x) is calculated and returned. If the point does not lie
in any indexed region, then the algorithm has to compute f (x) (Line 4). It then
updates the index based on the knowledge of f (x) as it belongs to a part of the
domain that is yet to be indexed (Line 5). In the simple version of the algorithm,
the update routine creates a new Local Region containing x and inserts it into
the index (Algorithm 2).
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1.3.2 Practical Constraints
In practice, it is often impossible to accurately compute the Local Region
(Rf,fˆ(x, ε)) around a point. We will see why this is the case in Section 1.3.3. Usually an initial (conservative) guess of the Local Region is first obtained and inserted into the index. We denote these approximate Local Regions as R̂f,fˆ(x, ε).
As the simulation proceeds and larger portions of the domain are seen, better
approximations of the existing Local Regions in S are obtained. This calls for a
modified update operation in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 3 is an update stub which
replaces Algorithm 2.
In our initial algorithm, if the function was evaluated because no existing
region contained the query point, then a new Local Region was created and
inserted into the index. The new update stub on the other hand first checks to
see if the current query point can be part of any existing Local Region (Line 1).
If such regions exist, then it finds the regions that can include x and updates
them (Lines 2-6). Finally, only if no existing region can include x, then a new
Local Region is initialized and inserted into S in Line 8. Updating existing Local
Regions is usually more beneficial than adding new ones because it reduces the
total number of Local Regions. We will also see later that updating an existing
region is cheaper than creating a new one.

1.3.3 An Instantiation
In practice finding a representation of the Local Regions of a function is not easy.
In this section we review a method based on the Taylor Series [55]. This method,
commonly used by scientists finds the Local Regions in two steps. It first creates
14

an initial approximation, which is then refined over time.

Initializing Local Regions

Under fairly general conditions a function f (x+a) can be expanded using the
Taylor Series as
f (x+a) =

k
X
1
[ (a.∇x )j f (x)] + φk (x, a),
j!
j=0

(1.1)

where ∇x is the gradient [ ∂x∂ 1 ∂x∂ 2 . . . ∂x∂m ] and the error φk is O(|a|k ), i.e.,
(x,ha)
= 0.
limh↓0 φkh|a|
k

The Taylor Series provides us with a simple mechanism for function approximation. Given the value of f at a point x, the value at any point x+a “near”
x is usually approximated using the first few terms of the summation in Equation 1.1. For example, using the first term only, we get a constant approximation
fˆ0,x of f as follows:
f (x+a) ≈ fˆ0,x (x+a) ≡ f (x)

(1.2)

Similarly, the first two terms give the following linear approximation fˆ1,x
f (x+a) ≈ fˆ1,x (x+a) ≡ f (x) + (a.∇x )f (x)

(1.3)

The errors of the above approximations can be obtained from the remaining
terms in the summation of Eq. 1.1, i.e., those terms not used in the approximation. For small values of |a|, high-order terms in Eq. 1.1 are dominated by
low-order terms and are therefore commonly ignored. The domain scientists
only use the single lowest-order term to estimate the approximation error. More
precisely, the approximation quality requirement is defined for the constant approximation as
k (a.∇x )f (x) k< ε,
15

(1.4)

and similarly for the linear approximation
k

1
(a.∇x )2 f (x) k< ε.
2!

(1.5)

Equation 1.5 for a high dimensional function is the equation of a tensor and
hence, except under special conditions, it is computationally infeasible to compute the Local Region defined by it. However, it can be shown that Eq. 1.4
defines a hyper-ellipsoid around x [55]. Therefore, using a constant approximation, the local region around x is a hyper-ellipsoid.

Growing

The linear approximation is preferred over the constant approximation, because
it tends to generate much larger Local Regions. Unfortunately, since the region
defined by Eq. 1.5 is difficult to compute, we have to start out with the more
conservative (and hence smaller) region defined by Eq. 1.4. Since we know that
the true Local Region is much larger, we use the grow operation to extend the
initial region over time as follows. Consider a query point x and an ellipsoid
e around it. Suppose, there exists another query point x’ such that x’ lies just
outside e but fˆ1,x (x’) is an ε-approximation. Then x’ is assumed to be part of the
Local Region of x; therefore e is grown to a larger ellipsoid that contains x’. This
simple heuristic of growing has been found to work well in practice [48]. For
applications with stricter error guarantees, growing can be further controlled
by using domain specific information like the maximum allowable size of ellipsoids or it may even be turned off and other function specific methods may be
used to find the true Local Regions.
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Figure 1.4: Costs In Function Approximation

Final Algorithm

Instantiating the framework with ellipsoids as the Local Regions is straightforward. The algorithm performs the following high level operations on a query
point x.
Retrieve: The algorithm first tries to find an ellipsoid that contains x (Line 1
of Algorithm 1).
Grow: If the retrieve fails then the algorithm attempts to grow existing ellipsoids in the index to include x (Lines 1-6 of Algorithm 3).
Add: If both the retrieve and the grow fail a new ellipsoid derived from
the constant approximation is initialized and inserted into the index (Line 8 of
Algorithm 3).
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1.4 Indexing Problem

We now turn to the indexing problem in function approximation, which produces a challenging workload for the operations on index S in Algorithms 1,
2 and 3. The retrieve requires the index to support fast lookups. The grow
requires both a fast lookup to find growable ellipsoids and then an efficient
update process once an ellipsoid is grown. Finally, an efficient insert operation is required for the add step. Also, past decisions about growing and
adding affect future performance of the index, therefore the algorithm produces
a query/update workload that is not common in traditional indexing applications.
A straightforward implementation of the algorithm introduced in the previous section would search in the index for an ellipsoid containing the query
point until it finds an ellipsoid or has established that no such ellipsoid exists.
The grow similarly would try to find all ellipsoids that can be grown and finally
the add is performed if these operations fail. Our initial experiments showed
that this implementation can result in poor performance.
This observation brings us to the most interesting aspect of the indexing
problem in function approximation: It presents a very different framework in
which indexes must be evaluated. Traditionally, the performance of index structures has been measured simply in terms of the cost of a search and in some
cases update. There are two distinct cost factors in the function approximation
problem. First, there are the costs associated with the search and update operations on the index. Second, there are costs of the function approximation
application which include function evaluations and ellipsoid operations. Since,
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the goal of function approximation is to minimize the total cost of the simulation, all these costs must be accounted for when evaluating the performance of
an index. We will see that a principled analysis leads to the discovery of novel
tradeoffs. These tradeoffs produce significant and different effects on different
index structures. This makes indexing for function approximation a challenging
problem.

1.4.1 Costs
This section introduces a cost model for the function approximation algorithm.
We use the cost model to qualitatively explore the tradeoffs in the indexing
problem. The formulation of a quantitative cost model for optimization purposes has limited use. This is because the benefits from an operation can be
determined only in the future after the operation has been done. As a simple
example, consider the grow operation. The benefit from the grows cannot be estimated accurately until the actual grown ellipsoids are known, which requires
the grow operation to be performed. Therefore, we do not explore a true quantitative cost model further in the paper. Table 1.1 is a summary of the commonly
referenced variables in this section and the next.
The total cost (Ctot ) of processing a query q can be expressed as
Ctot = tsearch + Iret × tla + (1 − Iret ) × Cmiss

(1.6)

Note that the the costs in Eq. 1.6 vary from one query to the next. However,
the dependence on q has been dropped for ease of notation. tsearch is the cost
of searching the index for an ellipsoid containing q. This is essentially the cost
of the retrieve step. Iret is an indicator which is 1 if there exists an ellipsoid
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Table 1.1: Notation For Cost Model
Name

Description

Ctot

Total cost of a query

Cmiss

Total cost of a miss

Cgrow

Total cost of a grow

Cadd

Total cost of an add

Iret

Indicator variable for successful retrieve

Igrow

Indicator variable for successful grow

tsearch

Index search cost during Retrieve

tf

Cost of a function evaluation

tla

Cost of a linear approximation

tgrowsearch

Index search cost during grow

tinellipsoid

Cost of checking if ellipsoid contains point

tgrow

Cost to grow ellipsoid

tupdate

Index update cost

tdfdx

Cost of a derivative evaluation

tinsert

Index insertion cost

Ellr

Max. number ellipsoids examined for Retrieve

Ellg

Max. number ellipsoids examined for Grow

Nfpos

Number of false positives during Retrieve

Nfound

Number of growable ellipsoids found

Ngrowmax

Max. number of grows allowed

Ngrown

Number of ellipsoids grown

containing q in the index and 0 otherwise. tla is the cost of calculating the linear
approximation on a successful retrieve. Cmiss is the cost incurred if q does not
result in a retrieve operation. A miss results in either a grow or an add. Cmiss
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Table 1.2: Relative Costs Of The Ellipsoid Operations
Ellipsoid Operation

Cost

tf

2000

tdfdx

1200

tgrow

10

tla

1

tinellipsoid

1

Usual search cost

1

can therefore be written as
Cmiss = tf + tgrowsearch + Igrow × Cgrow + (1 − Igrow ) × Cadd

(1.7)

The cost of a grow comprises two parts. tgrowsearch is the cost associated with
searching for growable ellipsoids. Cgrow is the cost of actually growing the ellipsoids and updating the index. Igrow is an indicator which is 1 if there is some
ellipsoid in the index that can be grown and 0 otherwise. Finally, if no ellipsoids
were grown, an ellipsoid is added at a cost of Cadd .
Table 1.2 describes typical ratios between costs of the application in the combustion problem, which is a typical example of an application that our methods
apply to. The table also lists the commonly observed cost of searching for an
ellipsoid in an index. It is important to note that for most indexes the costs of
the application are more expensive than the index operations.
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1.4.2 Effects And Tradeoffs
In the previous section we outlined the cost of processing a query. Here we will
analyze the different components of Ctot . Figure 1.4 displays the cost associated
with each high-level operation.
Retrieve: The first component of Ctot is tsearch . In most high dimensional index
structures the ellipsoid containing a query point is usually not the first ellipsoid
found. The index ends up looking at a number of ellipsoids before finding “the
right one” (Section 1.5.1). The additional ellipsoids that are examined by the
index are called false positives, the number of which is denoted by Nfpos. Taking
Nfpos into account, we can rewrite tsearch as
tsearch = (Nfpos + 1) × (tr + tinellipsoid ).
For each false positive the algorithm pays to search and retrieve the ellipsoid from the index (tr ) and to check if the ellipsoid contains the query point
(tinellipsoid ). In practice using an iterator for the search could lead to different
values of tr for each false positive. However, this is not important for this qualitative study and hence we ignore such effects to keep the analysis simple.
In traditional indexing problems, if an object that satisfies the query condition exists in the index, then finding this object during search is mandatory.
Therefore, Nfpos is a fixed property of the index. However, the function approximation problem provides the flexibility to tune Nfpos, because we can evaluate
the function if the index search was not successful. The number of false positives can be tuned by limiting the number of ellipsoids examined during the
retrieve step. We denote this parameter by Ellr. Ellr places an upper bound on
the number of false positives for a query. Taking this parameter into account,
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the total cost of processing a query can be rewritten as
Ctot = tsearch + Iret(Ellr) × tla + (1 − Iret(Ellr) ) × Cmiss

(1.8)

Iret(Ellr) is 1 if an ellipsoid containing the query point is found by the index before
Ellr ellipsoids are examined, and 0 otherwise. Notice that for a given query, Iret ≥
Iret(Ellr) . Tuning Ellr introduces the following tradeoffs:
Effect 1: Decreasing Ellr restricts the number of ellipsoids examined during the retrieve for a given query. This effectively reduces the number of false
positives, therefore decreasing tsearch .
Effect 2: Decreasing Ellr decreases the probability that Iret(Ellr) = 1 for a given
query q, thereby lowering the probability of a query resulting in a retrieve. This
is because there might be an ellipsoid containing q in the index but it is not
found before Ellr ellipsoids are examined. Reducing the probability of retrieve
increases the probability of an expensive miss operation.
Effect 3: The previous tradeoffs demonstrated the effects of decreasing Ellr
on the probability of a retrieve for a given query. There is another tradeoff
unique to the problem. Misses that result from decreasing Ellr can grow and
add ellipsoids. These grows and adds index new parts of the domain and also
change the overall structure of the index. Both of these affect the probability of
retrieves for future queries.
Grow: The next major cost component is the cost of the grow operation:
tgrowsearch + Igrow × Cgrow . In the first part of the grow process the index is traversed to find ellipsoids that can be grown. Every ellipsoid in the index is a
candidate for growing. Checking an ellipsoid for growing involves a cost of retrieving it from the index (trg ) and then checking to see if the ellipsoid can be
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grown (tla ). Therefore, most indexes prune the search space for finding growable ellipsoids using some domain information or heuristic. Just like the retrieve
operation, the cost incurred in searching for growable ellipsoids can be tuned
by restricting the number of ellipsoids examined for growing (Ellg). Taking this
parameter into account, Cmiss can be rewritten as Cmiss =
tf + tgrowsearch + Igrow(Ellg) × Cgrow + (1 − Igrow(Ellg) ) × Cadd .
Igrow(Ellg) is 1 if at least one growable ellipsoid is found before Ellg ellipsoids are
examined, and 0 otherwise.
The cost of searching for growable ellipsoids can be written as
tgrowsearch = Ellg × (trg + tla ).
Tuning Ellg introduces the following tradeoffs:
Effect 4: Decreasing Ellg decreases tgrowsearch because fewer ellipsoids are
examined for growing.
Effect 5: Decreasing Ellg decreases the number of ellipsoids examined for
growing and hence the number of growable ellipsoids that are found (Nfound ).
Therefore, restricting Ellg also limits Ngrown (the number of ellipsoids that are
finally grown). The effects associated with Ngrown are described in Effects 6 and
7.
After finding the ellipsoids that can be grown, the next step of the grow operation is to actually grow the ellipsoids, which costs Cgrow . There is another
tuning parameter, Ngrowmax , which represents the maximum number of ellipsoids that are allowed to be grown during a grow operation. Hence the number
of ellipsoids that are actually grown, Ngrown , is only min{Nfound , Ngrowmax }. For
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each ellipsoid that is grown during the grow step, the algorithm incurs a cost to
grow the ellipsoid (tgrow ) and update the index (tupdate ).
Cgrow = Ngrown × (tgrow + tupdate )
Ngrown has the following effects on the cost of the algorithm:
Effect 6: Lower values of Ngrown decreases Cgrow . This can affect the simulation time significantly because tgrow and tupdate can be expensive.
Effect 7: Larger values of Ngrown increase the fraction of the domain that is
covered by ellipsoids. Therefore, Iret changes from 0 to 1 for future query points
that lie in the newly covered part of the domain.
Effect 8: For Ngrown > 1 the false positive rate of the index can increase,
because the grown ellipsoids overlap (they all cover the new query point). This
in turn might negatively affect Iret(Ellr) . The reason for this is that the higher false
positive rate can result in failed retrieves due to the search limit imposed by
Ellr.
Add: The last cost component is the cost of adding an ellipsoid. It includes
the cost of finding the derivative of the function (tdfdx ), which is costly (see Table 1.2), and inserting the new ellipsoid into the index (tinsert ). The derivative
is needed to estimate the initial ellipsoid and for computing the linear approximation [55]. A new ellipsoid is added only if the retrieve and grow both fail.
Therefore there is no direct way of controlling the number of adds.
Effect 9: Lowering the effort spent on the retrieve and grow can cause the
number of add operations to increase. This can be undesirable because the add
operation is expensive and a newly added ellipsoid is a conservative approxi-
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mation of a Local Region. Adds also increase the index size.
In summary, the algorithm provides us with a set of tunable parameters, namely
the number of ellipsoids examined during retrieve (Ellr), the number of ellipsoids examined during grow (Ellg), and the maximum number of ellipsoids allowed to be grown (Ngrowmax ). Each parameter can have different effects on Ctot .
What makes the problem interesting is that these effects often move in opposite
directions. Moreover, tuning affects indexes differently and to varying degrees,
which makes it necessary to analyze each index individually. In the next section we will demonstrate the effects of these parameters on the performance of
different index structures when used in the function approximation algorithm.

1.5 Experiments

In the previous section we introduced the tuning parameters of the function
approximation problem and we identified nine qualitative effects these parameters could have on the runtime. In this section we study the corresponding
tradeoffs for a concrete instance of the problem and different index structures.
All experimental results are for a Methane combustion simulation. In the
simulation, the number of species was set to s = 31, i.e., the thermochemical
composition vector has 32 dimensions. There are 100 particles in the combustion chamber; at each time step a single particle enters the reaction step. The
simulation was run for 6 × 106 time steps, thereby generating 6 × 106 query
points for function evaluation. The error tolerance, unless otherwise noted, was
set to ε = 5 × 10−5 . All reported measurements are wall-clock time for an execu-
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tion on a Windows XP machine with a 2.4Ghz processor and 2GB of memory.

1.5.1 Candidate Index Structures
Our goal in this paper is not to find the best index for function approximation.
In fact because of the diversity of function approximation applications in terms
of their cost structure, dimensionality, and locality of access, the existence of a
single best index is unlikely. For this reason we selected a very diverse set of
indexes, without attempting a comparison of all existing ones. Another criterion for selection for this initial study was to pick only well understood index
structures with predictable behavior, rather than highly optimized and complex
indexes.
We chose a candidate from each of the different classes of commonly used
indexes, namely linear scan, spatial partitioning, balanced index for points and
balanced index for extended objects. In the simulations we studied, the indexes
were small enough to fit in main memory, therefore we limited our attention to
in-memory performance. Extending our experiments to other indexes and I/O
performance is part of our future work.
Bounding Box Rtree (Bbox Rtree): An obvious choice for function approximation is an index that can manage the Local Regions, i.e., the ellipsoids in
our case. The most well-known data structure with this functionality is the
Rtree, a balanced multidimensional generalization of the B-tree which can handle both point and hyper-rectangular objects. There exists a large number of
Rtree-variants (see Section 1.6); as a representative we selected the robust R*tree [3]. Bbox Rtree indexes the axis-parallel minimum bounding boxes of the el-
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lipsoids, using the standard R*-tree algorithms. The retrieve operation finds leaf
objects (minimum bounding boxes of ellipsoids) that contain the query point.
Then it needs to verify that the corresponding ellipsoid also contains the query
point. Growing of ellipsoids is implemented by a deletion, followed by an insertion. Growable ellipsoids are found by performing a nearest-neighbor (NN)
search on the bounding boxes.
Point Rtree: Managing objects with extent is far more challenging than handling points [29]. We can map our problem to a point-indexing problem by only
indexing the center points of the ellipsoids in an Rtree. The Point Rtree does not
have to deal with overlapping leaf objects (bounding boxes of inner nodes can
still overlap) and growing does not require an index update, because the center
of an ellipsoid is not modified by the grow operation. Unfortunately, without
any information about the dimensions of the ellipsoid, the index has no way
of pruning search—as long as the ellipsoid is large enough, even a center point
far away from the query could be relevant. Intuitively based on the Taylor Series, the Euclidean distance between query point and ellipsoid center should be
correlated with the probability that the query point is within the ellipsoid. We
therefore implemented both the retrieve and the search for growable ellipsoids
as a NN-query.
Binary Tree: This is a binary space partitioning tree [29], which was introduced for the ISAT function approximation problem [55]. The Binary Tree indexes the centers of the ellipsoids by recursively partitioning the space with cutting planes. Leaf nodes of the tree correspond to ellipsoid centers and non-leaf
nodes represent cutting planes. During the retrieve step, the index is traversed
from the root by following the subtree corresponding to the side of the cutting
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plane that the query point lies on. Like the Point Rtree, the Binary Tree requires
no update when an ellipsoid is grown, because it only indexes the ellipsoid center points. A more detailed discussion of the index can be found in Section 1.5.2.
MRU List + Rtree: For high dimensional data, it has been shown that a
simple linear scan often outperforms any sophisticated indexing technique [73].
We therefore include a list-based data structure. This simple structure has the
advantage that if there is locality of access, we can directly apply existing cachereplacement policies. The MRU List stores the ellipsoids ordered by their most
recent access. The retrieve operation simply scans the list, starting with the most
recently used object. To improve the search for growable ellipsoids, we index
the ellipsoids with a “secondary” point Rtree. This tree is identical to the Point
Rtree described above, but it is not used for the retrieve operation. Notice that
the leaf objects also contain a pointer to the corresponding ellipsoid in the MRU
list.

1.5.2 Tradeoffs: Detailed Analysis
We examined the tradeoffs for all candidate index structures. Due to space constraints, we only discuss the two best-performing indexes in detail and report
the overall performance for the others. Somewhat to our surprise, the Binary
Tree and the simple MRU List + Rtree have the best performance after tuning.
If we do not tune any index, i.e., set Ellr = Ellg = Ngrowmax = ∞, the Bbox Rtree
clearly outperforms the Binary Tree. However, the Binary Tree benefits much
more from tuning. This will be discussed in more detail in this section.
For our experiments we do not examine the effect of the Ngrowmax parame-
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Point RTree

MRU Linked List
Figure 1.5: MRU List + Rtree

ter. Recall that we grow Ngrown = min{Nfound , Ngrowmax } ellipsoids, i.e., Ngrowmax
limits the number of finally grown ellipsoids if there are too many growable candidates. However, we currently do not have any meaningful way of preferring
one grow candidate over another, therefore we set Ngrowmax = ∞. Notice also
that Ellg directly limits Nfound , and therefore we can control Ngrown through Ellg.
Hence in our experiments we only study the effect of two tuning parameters:
Ellr and Ellg.

MRU List + Rtree

The MRU List + Rtree index (Figure 1.5) uses the list for the retrieve operations. The list contains pointers to the ellipsoids. During the retrieve step, it
is scanned, starting with the most recently used ellipsoid. This continues until
either an ellipsoid is found that contains the query point, or Ellr ellipsoids have
been examined unsuccessfully. If a containing ellipsoid is found, it is moved to
the front of the list.
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Figure 1.6: Number Of Retrieves vs. Ellr (MRU List + Rtree)

As mentioned earlier, the Rtree improves the performance of the search for
growable ellipsoids during the grow step. It indexes the ellipsoid centers (see
Figure 1.5 for an illustration). Instead of scanning the list for growable ellipsoids, we perform a NN-search for the query point to find grow candidates
sorted by the Euclidean distance to the ellipsoid centers. The search terminates
once the Ellg nearest neighbors have been examined. All growable ellipsoids
are grown. Since their center points do not change, we do not need to update
the Rtree. The linked list is updated by moving all grown ellipsoids to the front.
An add operation adds the new ellipsoid to the front of the list. Its center
point, together with a pointer to the ellipsoid object, is inserted into the Rtree.
We first examine the effect of tuning Ellr, the number of ellipsoids in the list
that are examined during the retrieve step. For this experiment, we held the
grow search limit constant at Ellg = 3000. Limiting the grow search to 3000
nearest neighbors was found to be enough to find all growable ellipsoids. We
report the total number of retrieves (Figure 1.6) and the total cost of the simulation, also broken down into retrieve and miss (grow and add) cost (Figure 1.7).
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Figure 1.7: Time vs. Ellr (MRU List + Rtree)
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Figure 1.8: Number Of Retrieves vs. Ellg (MRU List + Rtree

As we increase Ellr, tsearch increases in accordance with Effect 1 (Figure 1.7). At
the same time the number of retrieves increases (Figure 1.6), because we are
searching further, thereby reducing Cmiss (Effect 2). As we increase Ellr, Effect
2 initially causes the simulation time to decrease. However, at some point further increasing Ellr will only add very few additional retrieves, hence the total
number of retrieves asymptotes and the increased effort in searching does not
pay off any more. At this point Effect 1 causes the overall simulation time to
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Figure 1.9: Number Of Grows, Add vs. Ellg (MRU List + Rtree)
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Figure 1.10: Time vs. Ellg (MRU List + Rtree)

increase slightly.
Next we examine the effect of tuning Ellg, the number of nearest neighbors
examined for growing. In this experiment there were no restrictions placed
on Ellr. The Rtree examines ellipsoids for growing in nearest neighbor order.
Therefore, as we start to increase Ellg, larger ellipsoids are grown and the domain is indexed more aggressively. The number of retrieves increases (Figure 1.8) and the number of misses decreases (Figure 1.9). The total simulation
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Figure 1.11: Number of retrieves vs. Ellr (Binary Tree)

time (Figure 1.10) therefore decreases (Effect 7). Increasing Ellg increases the
chances of finding at least one growable ellipsoid, hence reduces the number of
adds (Effect 9). Reduction in the number of adds causes the list size to decrease
for larger values of Ellg. This accounts for the decrease in tsearch as we start increasing Ellg. As we go on increasing Ellg, the number of retrieves asymptotes
(Figure 1.8) because no additional ellipsoids are found for growing. There is
no increase in retrieve time. However, the total simulation time then increases
because tgrowsearch increases with Ellg caused by Effect 4 (Figure 1.10).

Binary Tree

The Binary Tree partitions the data space recursively, using cutting planes [55].
It might be unbalanced, i.e., leaves can be at different depths. Figure 1.12 shows
an example tree with three ellipsoids A, B, C and two cutting planes X and
Y . For now we focus on the tree in the top half of the figure, together with the
corresponding view of the data space showing the cutting planes and ellipsoids.
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Figure 1.12: Binary Tree

We illustrate the retrieve step with query point q2 . The retrieve starts at the
root, checking on which side of hyper-plane X the query point lies. The search
continues recursively with the corresponding subtree, the left one in our example. When we reach a leaf node, we test if the ellipsoid in the leaf contains the
query point. In the example, A contains q2 , therefore we have found a containing ellipsoid. This process, i.e., when the traversal from root to leaf is successful,
will be denoted as a Primary Retrieve [55].
Notice that ellipsoids can straddle cutting planes, e.g., A covers volume on
both sides of cutting plane X. If ellipsoids are straddling planes, then the Primary Retrieve can result in a false negative. For example, q3 lies to the right of
X and so the Primary Retrieve fails even though there exists an ellipsoid A containing it. To overcome this problem the Binary Tree performs a Secondary Retrieve if the Primary fails. The main idea of the Secondary Retrieve is to explore
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the “neighborhood” around the query point by examining “nearby” subtrees.
In the case of q3 , the failed Primary Retrieve ended in leaf B. Nearby subtrees
are explored by moving up a level in the tree and exploring the other side of the
cutting plane. Specifically, we first examine C (after moving up to Y , C is in the
unexplored subtree). Then the search would continue with A (now moving up
another level to X and accessing the whole left subtree). This process continues until a containing ellipsoid is found, or Ellr ellipsoids have been examined
unsuccessfully.
The search for growable ellipsoids proceeds in exactly the same way as a
Secondary Retrieve, starting where the failed Primary Retrieve ended. Assume
that in the example in Figure 1.12, ellipsoid B can be grown to include q4 , but
C and A cannot. After the retrieve failed, the grow operation first attempts to
grow C. Then it continues to examine B, then A (unless Ellg < 3). B is grown
to include q4 , as shown on the bottom left (Scenario 1). Growing of B made it
straddle hyper-plane Y . Hence, for any future query point near q4 and “below”
Y , a Secondary Retrieve is necessary to find containing ellipsoid B, which is
“above” Y .
The alternative to growing B is illustrated on the bottom right part of Figure 1.12 (Scenario 2). Assume Ellg = 1, i.e., after examining C, the grow search
ends unsuccessfully. Now we add a new ellipsoid F with center q4 to the index. This is done by replacing leaf C with an inner node , which stores the
hyper-plane that best separates C and F . The add step requires the expensive
computation of F , but it will enable future query points near q4 to be found by
a Primary Retrieve.
As we can see from this example, tuning parameter Ellg affects the Binary
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Figure 1.13: Time vs. Ellr (Binary Tree)
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Figure 1.14: Number Of Retrieves vs. Ellg (Binary Tree)

Tree in its choice of scenario 2 over 1. Furthermore, this choice, i.e., performing
an add instead of a grow operation, reduces Nfpos for future queries, but adds
extra-cost for the current query. The experiments show that this tradeoff has
a profound influence on the overall simulation cost. We will also see that the
effect of the tuning parameters is very different for the Binary Tree as compared
to the MRU List + Rtree.
We first study the effect of varying Ellr, which limits the number of ellip-
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Figure 1.15: Time vs. Ellg (Binary Tree)

soids examined during the Secondary Retrieve phase. For this experiment we
set Ellg = ∞. It can be seen from Figure 1.13 that as we increase Ellr, tsearch
goes up (Effect 1). This increase in the retrieve time is accompanied by a reduction in miss time, which is caused by the improved total number of retrieves
(hence fewer misses) due to the more aggressive Secondary Retrieves (Effect 2,
see Figure 1.11).
One of the most interesting observations from Figure 1.13 is the super-linear
increase in the time for successful retrieves, which starts dominating the total simulation time. Figure 1.11 reveals the explanation: As we increase Ellr,
Secondary Retrieves (and hence also Nfpos) are increasing, because we are
searching the index more extensively. Therefore we are reducing the number of
add operations, ultimately causing the Primary Retrieve rate to decrease (Effect
3). At the same time, the average cost of a Secondary Retrieve also increases,
because the search proceeds further in the tree. These two effects together—
increase in number of Secondary Retrieves and in average cost per Secondary
Retrieve—create the superlinear trend of the retrieve time with increasing Ellr.
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Lastly, we examine the effect of varying Ellg, the number of ellipsoids examined for growing, while setting Ellr = ∞. As we start increasing Ellg, because of
Effect 7 the total number of retrieves increases slightly (Figure 1.14). Therefore
there are fewer misses, which results in lower miss cost and better total simulation time (see Figure 1.15). Note the initial drop in retrieve time in Figure 1.15.
The reason is that tsearch includes the cost of all searches, including unsuccessful
ones. A better retrieve rate therefore also reduces the total retrieve cost.
Figure 1.14 shows that as we increase Ellg, Primary Retrieves are being replaced by Secondary Retrieves, while the overall number of successful retrieves
stays fairly constant for larger values of Ellg. This is because increasing Ellg is
replacing adds with grow operations, which as we discussed earlier increases
Nfpos and is a manifestation of Effect 8. The explanation of the super-linear increase in retrieve time is similar to that described for tuning Ellr. As we increase
Ellg the miss cost also increases slightly (see Figure 1.15) because of Effects 4 and
6. Overall the total simulation time first decreases because of the dominance of
Effect 7, but later starts to increase because of Effects 4 and 8.

1.5.3 Tradeoffs: The Big Picture
It is evident from the detailed analysis in Section 1.5.2 that the tuning parameters can have a significant effect on the performance of the indexes and the
overall function approximation algorithm. We performed a similar analysis for
the other index structures and selected the best parameter setting for each of
them accordingly. Table 1.3 lists the overall running time of the Methane combustion simulation; the times are for the indexes after tuning, unless explicitly
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Table 1.3: Total Simulation Time (sec)
Value of ε
Index Type

0.0005

0.00005

0.00004

Binary Tree (tuned)

1073

10181

13100

MRU List + Rtree

1125

14000

19920

Bbox Rtree

1201

14700

20850

Random Projection Rtree

1378

15800

22051

Binary Tree (default)

1344

29186

31200

FIFO List + Rtree

2164

33770

42900

Point RTree

10431

> 44000

-

Ellipsoidal Rtree

14328

> 44000

-

stated otherwise. We report times for different values of ε, because the index
size increases with lower error tolerance and hence smaller ellipsoids.
The tuned Binary Tree performs significantly better than the Binary Tree with
default parameter settings (Ellr = Ellg = ∞). In fact, it outperforms all competitors. The “natural” index for this problem, the Bbox Rtree, performs well, but
is 20-40% slower than the tuned Binary Tree. We established that the cause for
this difference was the ability of the Binary Tree to achieve a large number of
Primary Retrieves because it partitions the space, rather than searching through
levels of overlapping bounding boxes. Careful tuning can bias the Binary Tree
toward a high rate of Primary Retrieves, with little reduction in overall retrieval
rate. On the other hand, tuning had comparatively little effect on the Bbox Rtree.
The overlap of bounding boxes at all levels of the tree resulted in large numbers
of false positives during search. We note here that the difference in performance
of the Bbox Rtree and the Binary Tree is not due to the update costs of the Rtree.
We have found in our experiments that Effect 6 does not significantly affect per40

formance because very few ellipsoids actually grow during a single grow step.
The dramatic difference between the FIFO List and MRU List indexes is
caused by locality in the combustion simulation. Both index structures are identical; they only differ in the order of the ellipsoids in the list. MRU sorts by most
recent access, while FIFO maintains the ellipsoids in the order in which they
were added.
A surprising result was the poor performance of the Point Rtree. Since it
does not know the spatial extent of the ellipsoids, we implemented the retrieve
operation with an NN-query to find the “best” ellipsoids early on. Unfortunately because of the limited pruning power and the high cost of the NN-search,
the Point Rtree was not more successful than scanning the FIFO List. The MRU
List + Rtree essentially uses the same Rtree during the grow step to find grow
candidates. Hence the performance difference between it and the Point Rtree
approach is mostly due to the poor retrieve performance of the Point Rtree.
We also experimented with two extensions of the Bbox Rtree to explore ways
to improve its performance. Both are motivated by the problem that in high
dimensions, hyper-rectangular bounding boxes are only poor approximations
of ellipsoids. The bounding boxes contain a large fraction of “dead space”, i.e.,
volume that is outside the ellipsoid, which creates many false positives during
search.
The Random Projection Rtree addresses the problem by projecting all ellipsoids onto a fixed set of k randomly selected lines. This transforms a ddimensional ellipsoid into a k-dimensional hyper-rectangle in the transformed
space defined by the projection lines. We can now use a standard Rtree to index
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the objects. By using larger numbers of projections, we can achieve a tighter
bounding polyhedron around an ellipsoid, at the cost of more expensive index
operations in the higher-dimensional space. The results for k = 60 showed the
expected lower false positive rates (compared to Bbox Rtree), but slightly worse
overall performance (see Table 1.3) because of higher dimensionality. A detailed
study of Random Projection Rtrees is part of our future work.
We can also reduce dead space by using ellipsoids as the bounding shape at
all tree levels. The corresponding Ellipsoid Rtree performed very poorly, because of the high cost of basic index operations like testing if a point is within
a bounding ellipsoid or splitting nodes and computing the new bounding ellipsoids, which is done approximately.

1.6 Related Work

The ISAT function approximation approach was first introduced by Pope [55].
It is one of the most widely used techniques for function approximation in the
scientific community and is now a part of Fluent’s CFD package [69]. Machine
learning and data mining research have extensively studied the problem of automatically learning unknown functions [33]. By treating the known function
values as a training sample, machine learning techniques can be used for function approximation. For the combustion simulation, neural networks have been
proposed and used [34]. However, there has been very little work on studying
function approximation as an indexing problem. Pope [55] and later Veljkovic
et al. [68] propose new index structures for combustion simulation. Our work
is the first principled analysis of the indexing problem.
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A large variety of index structures have been proposed by the database and
computational geometry communities, and their suitability for the function approximation problem needs to be studied. Work prior to 2001 is surveyed in [7]
and [29]. In the following we discuss a few selected indexes, which are most
related to the ones studied in this paper.
The Rtree [32] is a commonly used multidimensional index in the database
community. It is a balanced data structure based on axis-parallel bounding
boxes and can manage both point and extended objects. It is thus a natural
choice for indexing Local Regions for function approximation. Several variants
of the Rtree have been proposed, e.g., R*-tree [3], R+-tree [62], and Xtree [6]. The
goal of most improvements is to reduce the overlap of bounding boxes in tree
nodes, which is a major factor in degrading performance for high-dimensional
data. The SS-Tree [74] takes this a step further by using spheres as bounding
regions. It is therefore a good candidate for managing spherical or ellipsoidal
regions of accuracy.
To avoid overlap of bounding regions, some index structures partition the
space, e.g., the Binary Space Partitioning (BSP) tree [29]. The Binary Tree used
in our experiments is an adaptation of this index structure.
It has been shown that in high dimensions linear scans are sometimes faster
than complex index structures, especially when data is accessed on disk. The
VA-file [73] improves the performance of linear scans by quantizing the space. A
simple approach based on scanning files at different resolutions has been shown
to outperform sophisticated bulk-loaded Rtrees [56].
The Random Projection Rtree in this paper was motivated by work on us-
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ing projections for containment queries [14] and approximate nearest-neighbor
queries [43]. Multidimensional problems can be mapped to lower dimensions
by hashing [31, 38]. Other common approaches to combat the curse of dimensionality are dimensionality reduction and principal component analysis, e.g.,
used by the TV-tree [46], the ∆-tree [20] and the VA+ file [26].

1.7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we introduced the function approximation problem. We showed
its hardness and how it motivates an interesting indexing problem. The workload generated for the indexing problem posed two challenges. First, the workload introduces interesting tradeoffs that affect different index structures to
varying degrees and therefore each index must be analyzed individually. Second, the performance of indexes can no longer be measured only in terms of
traditional metrics like search and update cost. We addressed these challenges
by providing a systematic framework to reason about the performance of indexes when used for function approximation. Our study shows that even simple indexes can be highly efcient, if they can be tuned predictably and can take
advantage of domain knowledge.
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CHAPTER 2
HIGH-SPEED FUNCTION APPROXIMATION

Learning methods for predictive models have traditionally focused on prediction quality and model building time, while prediction time (the time taken
to make a prediction) is often ignored. However there is an increasing need
for models that are not only accurate, but also make fast predictions. Some of
the most accurate models like ensemble models are often too slow to be used
in practice. We believe that exploring the tradeoff between prediction time and
model accuracy is an exciting new direction for data mining research.
In this paper, we make a first step toward exploring this tradeoff. We introduce a new learning problem where we minimize model prediction time subject to a constraint on model accuracy. Our solution is a generic framework that
leverages existing data mining algorithms while taking prediction time into account. We show a first application of our framework to a combustion simulation, and our results show significant improvements over existing methods.

2.1 Introduction

Predictive models, both for classification and for regression problems, play a
major role in machine learning and data mining. After a predictive model is
learned from a given set of training cases, it can be used to make predictions for
Portions, reprinted, with permission, from B.Panda, M. Riedewald, S. B. Pope, J. Gehrke.
”High-Speed Function Approximation”. Published in the proceedings of the 7th IEEE International
Conference On Data Mining. c 2007 IEEE.
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new inputs. Traditionally, learning algorithms for such models have focused on
improving prediction quality, e.g., measured by accuracy, root mean squared error (RMSE), area under the ROC curve and other metrics [15]. Research in data
mining also considered model building time, i.e., to improve the time it takes to
learn predictive models for large or high-dimensional data sets. However, there
is another aspect of a predictive model, which is usually ignored by learning
algorithms—prediction time — the time taken by the model to process an input
and make a prediction. Let us describe a concrete application where prediction
time is important.
High-dimensional function approximation (HFA) for combustion simulations was recently introduced by [54]. Scientists study how the composition
of gases in a combustion chamber changes over time due to chemical reactions.
The composition of a gas particle is described by a high-dimensional vector.
The simulation consists of a series of time steps. During each time step some
particles in the chamber react, causing their compositions to change. This reaction is described by a complex high-dimensional function, which, given a particle’s current composition vector and other simulation properties, produces a
new composition vector. Combustion simulations usually require up to 108 to
1010 reaction function evaluations. For most experiments, a single evaluation of
the reaction function costs tens of milliseconds of CPU time on a modern PC.
This makes running large scale simulations computationally infeasible. Scientists address this problem by building computationally less expensive models
that approximate the reaction function within a user defined error tolerance of
ǫ [55]. Our work is motivated by these specialized solutions for building models
with low prediction time.
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Combustion represents one of many physical phenomena studied by scientists using simulation methods. In most cases the mathematical model describing the phenomenon is complex, making it necessary to build approximate
models that improve simulation runtime. Recently Bucila et al. [12] observed
that ensemble models, while being the most accurate in many scenarios, are often too slow to be used in practice. In addition to scientific simulations, predictive models with low prediction time are also important for online transactions,
financial forecasting, fraud detection and numerous other applications where
it is important to be both fast and accurate. Building models for applications
where prediction time is crucial is the focus of this paper.
One approach to reducing prediction time would be to concentrate on a
given data mining model and its construction algorithm and modify them to
take prediction time into account. This modification would have to be made
for each model/algorithm combination, an arduous task. We instead propose
a meta-learning framework that leverages existing data mining models and
model building algorithms. The main idea is a local model approach, where
we divide the domain of the learning problem into regions with associated data
mining models. The search algorithms in our framework select appropriate
regions and models across a large space of possible region/model configurations. Our work shows that this novel local model approach that uses different
model types in different parts of the space can significantly reduce prediction
time while maintaining high prediction accuracy. We make the following contributions.

• We introduce a new learning problem, Low Prediction Time Learning, with
the goal to minimize model prediction time while maintaining a user-
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defined model accuracy. (Section 2.2)
• We propose a generic framework for Low Prediction Time Learning. Our
framework is application-independent and it is not limited to any particular model type or learning algorithm. (Section 2.3)
• We show how our ideas lead to significant speed-up for real simulation
workloads. (Sections 2.4 and 2.5)

Section 2.6 discusses related work and Section 2.7 concludes the paper.

2.2 Problem Formulation

We formally define the Low Prediction Time Learning problem and then describe a detailed example, which illustrates several aspects that make the problem challenging.
Assume we are given a probability distribution D on Rm and two functions
f : Rm → Rn and M : Rm → Rn . Let X be a random variable that takes on values
from Rm according to distribution D. We say that M is an (ǫ, δ)-approximation
of f with respect to D, if on expectation at least 1−δ fraction of points are within
ǫ of the true function value, i.e.,
E[I(X)] ≥ 1 − δ,

(2.1)

where || is some metric and, I() is an indicator function such that for all x ∈ Rm ,
I(x) = 1 if ||f (x) − M(x)|| ≤ ǫ and 0 otherwise. Also, let cM (x) be the time taken
by M to compute M(x).
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Figure 2.1: Example Of Tradeoffs

We can now define the Low Prediction Time Learning Problem as follows. Given
a set I = {(x1 , f (x1 )), (x2 , f (x2 )), . . . , (xN , f (xN ))} find a function M (the model)
such that M is an (ǫ, δ) approximation of f while minimizing
ModelCost = ED [cM (x)]

We now describe a simple example to illustrate why Low Prediction Time
Learning is an interesting problem. The example will also provide insights into
the overall solution described in the next section. Suppose we want to approximate the one dimensional function f shown in Figure 2.1(A) within a specified
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(ǫ, δ) error constraint for the distribution D shown in the figure. Further assume
that we have a set of model types denoted by M that can be used to approximate the function. Let this set consist of polynomials up to degree 10, that is
M={

X

ai · xi |n = 0, 1, . . . , 10}

i=0,n

For simplicity, assume the cost of evaluating a polynomial of degree n is equal
to the number of multiplication operations, i.e., it is 2n − 1. (Note that one can
compute xi as xi−1 · x, hence all powers of x up to the n-th can be obtained with
n − 1 multiplications.)
Suppose the true function f is a polynomial of degree 10. Then it is clearly
possible to approximate f with a polynomial of degree 10 with (ǫ, δ) error. If
we approximate f using a polynomial of degree 10, then the model will take 19
time units per prediction.
Observation 1: Assume f can also be approximated within (ǫ, δ) by a 6th-degree
polynomial. This reduces model cost to 11 time units per prediction.
Observation 2: Assume further that polynomials of degree less than 6 do not approximate the function well in all parts of the domain. However, lower degree
polynomials may work well in some parts of the space. For example, in part (B)
of Figure 2.1 the function domain has been divided into 6 parts and a polynomial of degree 1 is fit in each part. Assume that for all points in a particular partition the linear model in that partition approximates the function within (ǫ, δ).
Therefore, this set of linear models defines another model that overall satisfies
the (ǫ, δ) constraint. However, now the prediction time is not just an evaluation
of a polynomial, but actually involves two steps. Given a query point, we first
have to find the partition that contains the point (search time) and then evaluate
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the polynomial in the partition (approximation time).
In order to find a partition containing the query point, we need a search
structure S on the partitions. In this example we use a simple linear list S as
shown in part B of the figure. For a given query point, the list is scanned until
the corresponding partition is found. For simplicity we assume that the search
cost is equal to the number of list elements accessed. Hence for the overall
prediction time we obtain on expectation 0.05 · 1 + 0.05 · 2 + 0.3 · 3 + 0.3 · 4 + 0.15 ·
5 + 0.15 · 6 = 3.9 units for search and 1 unit for evaluating the corresponding
degree-1 polynomial, for a total cost of 4.9 units per query.
Observation 3: Part (C) of Figure 2.1 shows another partitioning of the function.
In this case the first and the last partitions have polynomials of degree 2, while
the second and third partitions have polynomials of degree 1. Using an argument similar to Observation 2, assume that this model also satisfies the (ǫ, δ)
constraint and again we use a list S to search for partitions. In this case the average approximation time per query is 0.1·3+0.3·1+0.3·1+0.3·3 = 1.8 time units
and the average search time per query similarly is 0.1·1+0.3·2+0.3·3+0.3·4 = 2.8
time units, resulting in a total prediction time of 4.6 time units per query.
The example illustrates several interesting tradeoffs for Low Prediction Time
Learning.

• Observation 1 showed that at a particular error tolerance there may exist
several models of different complexity that can approximate f . As the error tolerance is increased, simpler models can be used, reducing prediction
time. We call this the Accuracy-Prediction Time Tradeoff.
• Observation 2 showed that there exists a tradeoff between search time and
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approximation time. Fitting a polynomial of degree 6 resulted in a model
with no search time but high approximation time. Partitioning the domain and using a linear model in each partition resulted in model with
high search cost and low approximation cost. We call this the SearchApproximation Time Tradeoff.
• Observation 3 indicated that exploiting the Search-Approximation Time
Tradeoff is challenging because there are many different ways to partition
the function domain and build models for each part. In this simple example the difference in prediction times did not vary significantly between
the two partitioning schemes, but for more complex functions it can be
significant.

In the following sections we will develop a cost-model based optimization
framework in order to find models that exploit both the tradeoffs described in
this example.

2.3 Algorithmic Framework

Recall that in the example in the previous section, different partitionings of the
input domain and using different model types in the partitions resulted in varying prediction times. In this section we formalize the approach and discuss how
to explore the design space of possible regions and models.
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2.3.1 Model Definition
A region-model M for a function f : Rm → Rn consists of a set of convex regions
R = {ri |ri ⊆ Rm }, stored in some search structure S, and a mapping Q of regions
to standard data mining models such that ∀ri ∈ R : Q[ri ] = mi . Here mi is an
instantiation of a model type in M, where M is a set of types of data mining
models.
The search structure S supports a Lookup(S,x) operation that returns a region
r ∈ R containing x. Given a query point x the prediction process consists of the
following steps: (1) find r = Lookup(S, x), (2) then select m = Q[r], and (3) compute prediction m(x). We can now revisit the notion of an (ǫ, δ)-approximation
of a function f with respect to a region-model. We say that a region-model M is
a (ǫ, δ)-approximation of a function f if the following holds:
ED [||f (x) − Q[Lookup(S, x)](x)]|| ≤ ǫ] ≥ 1 − δ.

Notice that there might be (R,Q) configurations where some query points
are not covered by any of the regions in R, i.e., Lookup(S,x) returns no result.
To handle this, we assume the existence of a ground truth model of function
f , which would be evaluated for such query points. The ground truth model
returns f (x) for any x ∈ Rm at some (high) cost C. For scientific simulations,
this ground truth model is usually a differential equation solver. For traditional
machine learning prediction problems this could be a highly accurate, but expensive ensemble model. If such a ground truth model does not exist, we can
still apply our approach by simply setting C = ∞.
As described earlier, the prediction time per query consists of two costs:
search time and approximation time. Let sS (x) be the time taken by Lookup
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to find a region r containing x using search structure S. Similarly, let am (x)
be the time taken to compute an approximation using model m = Q[r]. Then
the expected total prediction time per query can be written as ModelCost =
ED [sS (x) + aQ[r] (x)].
Important properties: We would like to point out some important observations about the model definition above. First, we do not impose any restrictions
on what model types can be included in set M and what search structure S
to use. Any predictive model (e.g. neural nets, decision trees, SVMs) that can
represent parts of the target function could be used. Similarly, the search structure could be a spatial index, a point index with post-processing to take region
extent into account, a simple list, or any other structure that supports lookup
functionality. Second, the models in M need not be modified to be included
in our framework. This way we can leverage existing techniques, without having to modify each technique individually. Third, “global models”, i.e., those
where a single model is learned for the entire function domain, are a special
case of our model definition. For a global model search time is zero. Finally,
it has been observed that models similar to ours may exhibit variance because
of discontinuities at region boundaries, that is addressed using a more general
mixture model framework [40]. We discuss ways to address this in Section 1.7.

2.3.2 Algorithms
Let I denote a set of input points with known function values. We partition this
set into a training set (T ) and a validation set (V) for model building. Generalization error and model cost (ModelCost) will be measured on an independent
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test set not used for model building.
An exhaustive exploration of all possible combinations of region partitioning, models used for each region, and index for managing regions, is practically
infeasible. To reduce the complexity, we divide the problem into smaller subproblems. In particular, our algorithm has two major steps:
1. Generate a set of regions and find the best model for each region.
2. For each index structure under consideration, select the set of regionmodel pairs that minimizes expected prediction time for this index. Return the best solution.
These two steps that we call Region-Model Candidate Set Selection and RegionModel Selection are discussed in more detail below.
Region-Model Candidate Set Selection: Any subset of points in T could be
connected as a candidate region, resulting in a number of regions exponential
in the training set size. We therefore have to resort to heuristics for generating
“the most promising” candidate regions. To reduce the search space, without
being overly restrictive, we propose the following general approach. Assume
we are given a set of relatively small regions, which we refer to as base regions.
These base regions could be obtained from a regular grid partitioning of the
space, from the leaves in a regression tree [11], or based on ISAT’s regions of
accuracy [55]. Notice that base regions do not need to be disjoint. We restrict region candidates to be either base regions or larger derived regions, which are the
union of some base regions that are near each other. We will present a concrete
algorithm in Section 2.4.
For each region under consideration, base region or derived, the next step is
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to find a local model for that region. This is described in Algorithm 4. Using the
points from T and V that lie in a given region r (called Tr and Vr ), the algorithm
finds the lowest prediction time (tm ) model instantiation (m) from M that can
be learned in the region and produces ǫ-approximations for at least 1−δ fraction
of the points in Vr .
Two observations make the implementation of Algorithm 4 efficient. First, Tr
and Vr for a derived region can be approximated by merging the corresponding
lists from base regions. Second, it is common for more complex models to have
higher prediction time. Rather, than trying all models in a region we sort M in
increasing order of model complexity and iterate the list till a model satisfying
the error constraint is found.
Region-Model Selection: The region-model generation algorithm produces a
set with elements of the form (ri , mi , tmi ). We call this set of region model pairs
RM. Notice that each of the models in RM satisfies the (ǫ, δ) error constraint
for its region. Region-model selection involves selecting a subset of RM and
initializing a model M (as defined in Section 2.3.1) that has lowest prediction
P
time. Therefore, selection finds a model that minimizes x∈V (sS (x) + aQ[r] (x)).
There are two important observations about this problem formulation.

• A selected subset of regions need not cover all points in V. The ground
truth model (Section 2.3.1) will be used to make predictions for such noncovered points. A ground truth model with approximation time of ∞
forces the selection algorithm to search for subsets of RM that completely
cover the function domain.
• Algorithm 4 guarantees that every region-model pair in RM satisfies the
(ǫ, δ) error constraint. However, if regions are allowed to overlap this does
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not guarantee that the (ǫ, δ) error constraint will hold for a model M consisting of a subset of RM. In our experience having all regions satisfy the
error constraint leads to tighter error for M. This is not surprising, because
M will only have worse error for some corner cases. As the experiments
show, in practice enforcing (ǫ, δ) for each region usually leads to better
global error.

Several factors make the region-model selection problem difficult. First, lookup
cost in a search structure depends on the properties of the regions it stores like
their degree of overlap, extent, and orientation. If multiple regions in the search
structure S contain a given query point, then approximation cost depends on
the region-model pair that will be finally used in the prediction. These issues
aside, we can show that even if we make very restrictive assumptions about the
search time and approximation time of a query point, the region model selection
problem is NP-hard.
Given the complexity of the selection problem, we use a greedy heuristic,
shown in Algorithm 5. The algorithm starts out with an initial solution of base
regions. This initial solution is biased toward high search cost and low approximation cost. In each step the algorithm replaces a set of regions in the current
solution with a larger region from the set of candidate regions, such that the
larger region covers all the removed regions. This is done greedily by selecting the region that brings about the largest reduction in prediction time. The
algorithm stops when no more improvement is possible.
Notice that Algorithm 5 assumes the existence of a cost function (C), which,
given a set of region-model pairs and a validation set V, returns the prediction
time of the best model that can be created using the given region-model pairs.
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Algorithm 4: Model Generation
Require: Training set T , Validation Set V, Region r, Model Set M, Error ǫ, Error Rate δ
1: Tr = {(x, f (x))|x ∈ r ∧ (x, f (x)) ∈ T }
2: Vr = {(x, f (x))|x ∈ r ∧ (x, f (x)) ∈ V}
3: for all model types ∈ M in ascending order of complexity do
4:

if model instantiation m using Tr exists then

5:

Y={(x, f (x))|(x, f (x)) ∈ Vr ∧ ||m(x) − f (x)|| ≤ ǫ}

6:

if

7:
8:
9:

|Y |
|Vr |

> 1 − δ then

return (m,tm )
end if
end if

10: end for
11: return ”No model found”

Finding such a cost function is challenging, because of reasons pointed out earlier. We will discuss this in more detail in the next section.

2.4 Instantiations

There are many ways to instantiate the above framework, differing in how base
regions are generated and merged and the search structure used to store the
regions. One can define a grid-based partitioning of the function domain [4],
attempt to merge adjacent grid cells and use a search structure that performs
a binary search along each dimension to find the cell the query point lies in.
Another possible instantiation is a regression tree style partitioning of the function domain with a binary tree search structure. In this case the base regions
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Algorithm 5: Greedy Region Selection
Require: RM, Validation Set V, Cost function C
1: Sol (⊆ RM) = {(ri , mi , tmi )|ri is a base region}
2: Cost = C(Sol)
3: while Cost improves do
4:

TempSol={}

5:

for all (r, m, tm ) ∈ S ∧ (r, m, tm ) ∈
/ Sol do

6:

Rem = {(ri , mi , tmi )|(ri , mi , tmi ) ∈ Sol ∧ ri ⊆ r}

7:

tSolr = Sol + (r, m, tm ) - Rem

8:

tCostr = C(tSolr )

9:

TempSol = TempSol ∪(tSolr , tCostr )

10:

end for

11:

if ∃(tSolr , tCostr ) ∈ TempSol s.t. tCostr < Cost then
(Sol,Cost)=(tSolr , tCostr )

12:
13:

end if

14: end while
15: S= Regions in Sol, Q= Region-Model map for Sol
16: return S,Q

correspond to the leaf nodes of a regression tree (T ) like CART [11]. The region
merge process could then attempt to merge a subtree of T into a single region
with a more complex model. Intuitively the selection algorithm would prune
away subtrees of T whenever it is cheaper to use the complex model in the
merged region to make a prediction compared to traversing the subtree and using the simpler models in the leaves. For both the grid-based and the regression
tree approach defining cost function C is fairly straightforward and we omit the
details.
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A third and more general instantiation is to treat each individual point in I
as a base region and define a merge that creates regions enclosing the 1, 2,. . . ,
n nearest neighbors of a point. In this case the set of regions can have arbitrary
shape, size, overlap; and the search structure (S) can be any high dimensional
index. We discuss a variation of this idea for the combustion simulation where
scientists build models with flexible region definitions.

2.4.1 Simulation Instantiation
The ISAT algorithm used by the domain scientists [54] approximates the combustion reaction function by a set of (possibly overlapping) high-dimensional
ellipsoids with linear models inside these ellipsoids. These regions are obtained
based on selective evaluations of the reaction function, which is the ground
truth model for this application.
To ensure that the ellipsoids satisfy the model definition in Section 2.3.1, we
use a slightly modified version of the algorithm described in [54]. The main
modification is a stricter error control mechanism that periodically checks existing regions in the model and updates region boundaries to not include parts
of the space where the model is producing poor approximations. Studies also
indicated that hyper-rectangular regions work at least as well as ellipsoids, we
will therefore use hyper-rectangular base regions. In the remainder of the paper,
this modified algorithm is referred to as the ISAT algorithm.
Domain scientists also observed that their long-running simulations (> 109
queries) almost always have the following two properties. First, the future
query distribution of the simulation can be fairly accurately estimated after a
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few million queries. Second, simulation time is dominated by model prediction
time, i.e., model construction and maintenance time are negligible. We describe
the instantiation of our framework for such simulations.
Without loss of generality we model the simulation as a 2-phase process.
During the first phase (a few million queries) the ISAT algorithm is run. This
algorithm produces a set of base regions in the function domain with a similar
model in each region. In order to create this set of region-model pairs, the ISAT
algorithm has to evaluate the reaction function for some query points. These
points will be used as the training and validation data for our technique (I). At
the end of the first phase we apply our framework using I as the input data set
and build a new model optimized for prediction time. This model is used for
the rest of the simulation. Long-running simulations need not have exactly two
phases; in that case the above procedure can be repeated periodically. Note that
the framework instantiation for the combustion simulation can also be applied
to improve prediction time in a traditional supervised learning model, using the
training data explicitly provided.
Our instantiation for the combustion problem starts with the set of regions
created by the ISAT algorithm during phase one as the base regions. Larger
regions are created by merging a base region with its nearest neighbors. Specifically, for each base region r, we add the following derived regions: r merged
with its first nearest base region, r merged with its two nearest base regions,
and so on until some upper limit n of neighbors. Duplicate derived regions are
eliminated. Since the base regions are hyper-rectangles, we define a derived
region as the smallest bounding hyper-rectangle of the merged base regions.
Conceptually, we do not need to use ISAT’s regions as base regions, and could
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use individual points in I as base regions instead. However, if cardinality of I
is large this would make nearest neighbor search costly.
Having defined the region creation process, the next step is to find models
for each region (Algorithm 4). We now turn our attention to the major challenge
for the next step—defining cost function C.
Cost Function (C):

For high dimensional indexes, it is difficult to accurately

estimate the search cost of a query just based on the set of regions to be stored,
without actually building the index. Unfortunately, building the index for each
iteration of the greedy region selection algorithm (step 8 in Algorithm 5) is very
expensive.
We discuss cheaper alternatives for selected index structures. Due to space
constraints we omit implementation details. The main idea is to take advantage
of two properties of the problem. (1) The selection process picks region-models
from a fixed set and optimizes the solution for a fixed set of points (V). Hence
we can precompute information like the subset of V in each region. (2) At each
step the algorithm leaves most of the solution unchanged and only replaces a
small set of regions with a single larger region. We can leverage this property
for incremental computation.
Random List stores regions in a simple list. The lookup operation scans the list
from the beginning until a region containing the query point is found. While
lists are not sophisticated index structures, linear scans are known to perform
well for disk-based accesses in high dimensions [73] and also as in-memory data
structures for combustion simulations [54].
Different orders of regions in the list will result in different prediction costs.
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Given a set of regions it is infeasible to try all possible orders to find the best
one. The idea behind the random list approach is to compute and minimize the
expected cost assuming all region orders are equally likely, and then to pick the
best order for the set of regions with the lowest expected cost.
Given a selected set of region model pairs of size |S|, the cost function comP
+ Avg(tm1 . . . tmfi )). The intuition for the formula is as follows.
putes xi ∈V ( fi|S|
+1
For a set of regions, if a query point lies in multiple regions, then in any random
order of the list it is very likely that a region containing the query point is found
early. Therefore, the search time for a query point is approximated as

|S|
fi +1

where

fi is the number of regions that query point xi lies in. The approximation time
for a query point is simply the average of the cost of the models in the regions
that the query point lies in (each one is equally likely to be found first in the list).
After the selection algorithm finds a set of regions with the lowest expected cost,
we try a few different sort orders of these regions and pick one with the lowest
cost.
MFU List: In practice it is often a good heuristic to store the most frequently
queried regions in front of the list. This strategy is called Most Frequently Used
(MFU). Notice that this need not be an optimal order, because the model in a
frequently accessed region might be expensive and the query point might also
be covered by a region with a cheaper model later in the list. We use the validation set V to estimate the fraction of future queries that will fall into a given
region.
In a MFU list the order in which a set of regions will be stored is known
and therefore search and approximation cost for all query points can be accurately computed. In this case an efficient implementation exists by first sorting
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all candidate regions in RM according to the number of points in V that they
contain.
RTree: For hierarchical indexes like the RTree, it is known that finding accurate cost models for high-dimensional data is very difficult [44]. Fortunately,
for our technique we do not need absolute costs, but rather an estimate of the
net benefit of merging a set of regions into a single region. In this section we
propose a fairly simple and robust heuristic that can be used for optimizing any
index structure which prunes search space by building a hierarchical structure
on the set of regions being indexed. We describe the heuristic for the RTree [32],
a popular index for spatial data. One can develop more accurate cost models
for different index structures but our aim is to show that even a simple heuristic works well for improving model prediction time. More sophisticated cost
models can be easily plugged into our algorithm (Line 8 in Algorithm 5).
The RTree is a balanced tree structure. Nodes in the tree correspond to hyperrectangles in the data space. If the tree indexes hyper-rectangles, a leaf node
stores actual data objects (up to a specified maximum), while a non-leaf node
stores the minimum bounding box of hyper-rectangles in its subtree. During a
search, all subtrees whose bounding boxes contain the query point are examined, hence the search cost is determined by number of hyper-rectangles examined till a data object containing the point is found, often called the false positive
rate of an index. A tree can have a non-zero false positive rate because in high
dimensions it is difficult to partition objects well, causing the bounding boxes
of non-leaf nodes to overlap. This results in multiple search paths in the tree for
a given query point and some paths may not have a data object containing the
query point (hence false positives). Our goal is to estimate the reduction in false
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positives for queries if a region merge is done in Lines 7 and 8 of Algorithm 5.
This cost reduction has to be compared with the cost increase associated with a
more complex model in the larger merged region.
We estimate the benefit of merging as follows. Assume the RTree on average
has k false positives for a query. Since RTrees (and any hierarchical index) tend
to cluster nearby objects, all false positives of a query tend to be in the neighborhood of the query. Hence, if we merge some neighboring regions, then nearby
query points will see a reduction in their false positive rate because some of their
false positives have been merged. We estimate this reduction in false positives
by defining a neighborhood around the merged regions, such that it contains all
queries that are affected by the merge.
The order in which these affected queries will access regions in the tree depends on the actual tree layout. Lacking further knowledge, we assume that
all regions in the neighborhood are accessed in some random order. Hence we
use the random list cost model (see above) to estimate the benefit of a region
merge in the affected neighborhood. The main challenge is to select the correct neighborhood. We define the neighborhood by selecting a small number
of nearest neighbors, parameterized by γ, of each region that participates in the
merge. Details on γ and the performance of the heuristic are described in the
experiments.

2.5 Experiments

As a proof of concept, we implemented and tested our approach for the combustion simulation application. We use libraries and data from a Hydrogen+Air
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Table 2.1: Notation For Experiments
Name

Description

ISAT

ISAT algorithm

Opt

Proposed optimization algorithm

C

Constant model

L

Linear model

Q

Second order model

|S|

Index size grouped by model type

k

Average number of false positives

Obs δ

Observed δ on test set

Search Time

Total cost of index lookup

Approx Time

Total cost of model evaluation

Total Time

Total prediction time

StdDev

Standard deviation of total time

simulation provided by the authors of [54]. The dataset comprises 5 million simulation query points. Each query point is a 10 dimensional composition vector.
The reaction function that describes the simulation in this case is a high dimensional function f : R10 → R11 .
The overall setup is as follows. We run the ISAT algorithm on the first 3
million query points to generate the base regions and training/validation data
set I, which are used by our algorithm as discussed in Section 2.4.1. A random
sample of ≈ 2 × 105 query points from the last 2 million queries is used as an
independent test set. We compare total simulation time on the test set against
the original ISAT model as it is currently used by the domain scientists.
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Table 2.2: Results For Hydrogen + Air Simulation
ExptNo:(S, ǫ)

1: (RL, 5 × 10−3 )
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2: (RL, 5 × 10−5 )

3: (MFU, 3 × 10−3 )

4: (RTree, 3 × 10−3 )

5: (RTree, 5 × 10−5 )

Method

M

|S|

k

Obs δ

Search

Approx

Total

StdDev

Time(ms)

Time(ms)

Time(ms)

(ms)

ISAT

L

L:63

26

0.01

623

337

960

68

Opt

L,Q

L:28,Q:9

6

0.005

114

434

548

-

Only S

L,Q

L:26,Q:41

1

0.0002

84

1750

1834

-

ISAT

L

L:2263

977

0.05

20477

383

20860

2983

Opt

L,Q

L:1430,Q:332

122

0.01

2071

1620

3691

-

ISAT

C

C:2226

113

0.08

2367

93

2460

-

Opt

C,L

C:1362,L:115

19

0.003

414

342

756

-

ISAT

C

C:2226

212

0.11

15530

78

15608

819

Opt

C,L

C:687,L:229

92

0.07

6751

266

7017

-

ISAT

L

L:2263

166

0.06

12238

380

12618

1327

Opt

L,Q

L:1986,Q:36

124

0.05

8927

385

9312

-

Table 2.3: Neighborhood Effect
γ

|S|

Avg Total Time(ms)

StdDev(ms)

ISAT

2226

15608

819

0.004

1210

10584

1303

0.008

916

8350

736

0.012

802

8050

950

0.02

653

6151

667

0.03

555

5362

773

All experiments used a 70 − 30 split of I into training (T ) and validation (V)
set and δ = 0.1. For each base region, 8 derived regions are created by merging
the base region with its 1,2,. . . ,8 nearest neighbor base regions. For a fair comparison we use exactly the same data that ISAT uses for model building. Notice
that I usually is not exactly a uniform sample of the query points due to peculiarities of the ISAT algorithm. This puts our algorithm at a slight disadvantage,
but overall we did not find significant differences between the distribution of I
and the test set. All experiments were run on a Windows XP PC with a 2.79GHz
processor and 8GB RAM.

2.5.1 Results
We ran simulations using different values of ǫ, index structures and model types
(M). Table 2.2 summarizes the results; variables are explained in Table 2.1.
All measurements are on the test set and times reported are in milliseconds,
rounded to the nearest integer.
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Experiment 1 is for ǫ = 5 × 10−3 and the Random List (RL) index. ISAT
built regions with linear models (L)1 and our framework used both linear and
quadratic (Q) models. ISAT created 63 regions. Since index size and search
cost are small in this case, our method (Opt) does not merge many of the linear
regions into quadratic ones (only 9). Nevertheless a significant reduction in
prediction cost by ≈ 30% is achieved. The increase in approximation cost (some
query points are approximated using quadratic models) is offset by the decrease
in search cost. Recall that our algorithm for a random list tries a few random
orders and returns the best as the solution. For ISAT there is no optimization
algorithm for selecting the best list order, therefore we report average cost across
30 different random sort orders and standard deviation.
To show that both approximation and search cost must be considered for
prediction time optimization, we repeated Experiment 1 using a simpler optimization goal—only minimize search cost (”Only S”). In this case the selection algorithm aggressively merges regions to cover validation points with the
smallest number of derived regions containing quadratic models. As the results show, the additional decrease in search cost is not significant enough to
offset the higher approximation cost. A surprising observation in this experiment is that the number of regions created by ”Only S” is greater than for
ISAT, even though the selection algorithm usually replaces a set of regions with
a larger region. This happens because it is possible to select a candidate region
that does not completely contain any regions in the current solution, but significantly overlaps with a lot of them (i.e., Rem={} in Line 6 and 7 of Algorithm 4).
Adding such a region increases list size but may still reduce expected search cost
per query as some query points now are covered by multiple regions (recall that
1

ISAT always uses the same model in every region; specified when the simulation starts.
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+ 1).
search cost= |S|
fi
Experiment 2 uses the same setup as Experiment 1 but with ǫ = 5 × 10−5 .
As ǫ is stricter, it is not surprising that ISAT creates a larger number of regions
and hence search cost dominates prediction time. Opt in this case more aggressively selects regions with quadratic models, causing the approximation time to
increase significantly. An even larger decrease in search time results in ≈ 70%
improvement in total time.
When we repeated Experiments 1 and 2 for the MFU List, Opt did not merge
any regions and simply continued to use the base regions created by ISAT. The
reason is the skewed distribution of query points over base regions. The first
few regions in the list account for the vast majority of accesses, resulting in very
low search cost. Hence for the MFU List the benefit of merging regions would
be too low to offset the higher approximation cost of a quadratic model in a
merged region. Stated differently, if the search cost is low, then it is preferable
to stay with the simplest models in each region.
To show more clearly that Opt makes the right decisions even for the MFU
List, we performed Experiment 3 using a MFU List and ǫ = 3 × 10−3 , but this
time setting ISAT to produce base regions with constant models (C). Now Opt
chooses between linear and constant models. Because constant models lead to
smaller base regions (to guarantee the error), the list has now more elements
and hence higher search cost. Again Opt automatically makes the right choice
to merge regions into larger ones with linear models, significantly improving
cost.
Experiments 4 and 5 report results for the RTree index. In Section 2.4.1 we
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introduced parameter γ to control the affected neighborhood size of a region
merge. We use a simple heuristic to set γ. First, an RTree is built from the base
regions. Points in V are queried using the tree and the average number of base
regions probed per query (kl ) is recorded. Based on the assumption that if on
average kl leaves are scanned per query, this corresponds to a random list of size
2 · kl being examined, we set γ such that at most2 2 · kl regions are affected by a
merge, when the current solution has only base regions. Once initialized, we do
not change γ. Hence affected neighborhood size decreases with index size.
Using this heuristic and otherwise the same setup as Experiment 3, in Experiment 4 Opt shows ≈ 50% improvement over ISAT. Our RTree implementation [3] uses a one-by-one insertion scheme and different insertion orders can
lead to slightly different RTrees. Therefore, for ISAT we report average measurements and standard deviation in total runtime across 10 different insertion
orders. Opt uses its cost model to select the best among a few different RTree
insertion orders.
Experiment 5 uses the same setup as Experiment 1, but with an RTree.
The improvement in runtime is comparably small, suggesting either that linear
models are good or poor choice of γ. Notice that even though approximation
time remains almost unchanged, search cost actually decreases. This can be explained by regions that contain very few query points next to heavily accessed
regions. Merging the lightly accessed regions does not change approximation
cost. But it does help reduce search cost for the heavily accessed region, because
less false positives are encountered.
As we mentioned earlier, the goal of this paper is not to develop the most ac2

We say ”at most” because we scale γ according to the size of the merge. Larger merges affect
larger neighborhoods.
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curate cost models for high dimensional indexes. Rather, we wanted to provide
a proof of concept that pursuing optimization of prediction time is worthwhile.
More accurate cost models can easily be leveraged in our framework. However, we end the discussion here with a micro benchmark that shows that the
proposed simple Rtree cost model is robust (i.e., not sensitive to γ). Table 2.3
shows index size, average runtime and standard deviation (across 10 different
insertion orders) for Rtrees optimized using different values of γ. For instance,
γ = 0.012 for an index of size |S| implies 0.012 · |S| nearest neighbors of each
replaced region are assumed to be affected be a region merge. These results are
for the setup of Experiment 4, with the line in bold face representing the default
γ value used in that experiment. Results were similar for Experiment 5, hence
are not reported here explicitly.
The first conclusion from the results is that index size decreases with increasing γ. This is expected since a larger neighborhood size implies that the tree is
expected to have a larger false positive rate and hence our algorithm predicts
more cost savings by merging regions and using complex models. While it is
clear from the table that total time is not very sensitive to γ, in this case it tends
to improve as γ increases. This is an artifact of the setup and happens because
here RTree search cost far exceeds approximation cost. As a result, Opt uses
linear models in most regions. As we increase γ, Opt merges more regions. But
this only insignificantly increases approximation cost, because most regions are
already linear for smaller γ. However, search cost may still decrease significantly.
Discussion. Our experiments show that different indexes and model types
work well in different simulation settings. Our proposed method (Opt) cor-
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rectly and automatically captures the tradeoffs in the problem and effectively
adapts the model to the index and simulation parameters. Our method does
not improve runtime at the cost of degrading prediction quality (see δ values in
Table 2.2). In fact, in most cases Opt produces a δ value better than the original ISAT model. This is because our algorithm performs robust error control by
checking each region-model pair before admitting it as a candidate for region
selection. ISAT on the other hand only randomly checks regions for error. Finally, in order for the method to be useful in practice, it should not generate a
significant computational overhead for the simulation. In all our experiments
the cost of the optimization algorithm was negligible compared to the total cost
of a long-running simulation as used by the domain scientists.

2.6 Related Work

Closest to our work is recent work on model compression [12] where an ensemble model is approximated with a neural network to improve prediction
time. Robot motion planning algorithms developed techniques to optimize prediction time in local regression models [58]. However, none of the prior work
formalizes the learning problem and examines the various tradeoffs we discuss.
There is lot of work on local models. Instance based learning [50] is a special class of local models where rather than explicitly defining regions, function
values at unknown points are interpolated from neighboring training samples.
A regression tree [11] creates regions in the function domain. Regression trees
are often pruned for accuracy [11], and our framework when applied to a regression tree uses the same idea for improving prediction time. No work has
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focused on optimizing regression trees for prediction time. [16, 42] propose new
split criteria for accuracy, [42, 66] use complex models in the leaves (again for
accuracy), [16] assumes that shorter trees are easy to interpret and always creates the most complex model for a subtree, [27, 40] propose methods to reduce
variance in regression tree models, and [24] optimizes tree construction costs.
We optimize and build a more general class of models and the regression tree is
only an instance of a model in the class.
Existing techniques in the combustion community use region-models that
differ in the types of regions and models used. ISAT [55] uses ellipsoids with
linear models, PRISM [4] uses a grid partitioning with polynomials and [18]
uses self organizing maps to define regions and neural networks as models. [54,
68] focus on finding good indexes for local models built by ISAT. However, no
work in this community addresses search and approximation costs together.
Numerous methods have been proposed for finding cost models for high dimensional index structures. Most of the analysis is for disk-based indexes and
point data only. [1, 5, 41, 72] predict the query cost in RTree style index structures
by assuming a uniform data distribution to estimate size of index pages on disk
and the approximate number of pages a query accesses. Since the uniform distribution assumption usually does not hold in high dimensions, [25, 52] model
the data using global parameters like fractal dimensionality, while [19, 51, 64]
partition the data and model data in a partition independently. [44] shows that
the parametric models perform badly with increasing dimensionality and proposes predicting index costs from a smaller index built using a subset of the
data.
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2.7 Conclusions

We introduced and formalized the low prediction time learning problem. We
proposed a general framework that leverages existing data mining models to
minimize model prediction time and used it to significantly speed up a scientific
application. Understanding how existing data mining models can be optimized
for prediction time is an interesting direction for future research.
Future directions include reduction of the model variance using the overlap
among regions (recall our remark from 2.3.1) and periodic application of our
framework for long running combustion simulations.
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CHAPTER 3
FAST SUMMARIES OF COMPLEX MODELS

Modern science is collecting massive amounts of data from sensors, instruments, and through computer simulation. It is widely believed that analysis
of this data will hold the key for future scientific breakthroughs. Unfortunately, deriving knowledge from large high-dimensional scientific datasets is
difficult. One emerging answer is exploratory analysis using data mining; but
data mining models that accurately capture natural processes tend to be very
complex and are usually not intelligible. Scientists therefore generate model
summaries to find the most important patterns learned by the model. Generating model summaries creates serious data management challenges: Scientists
usually want to analyze patterns in different “slices” and “dices” of the data
space, comparing the effects of various input variables on the output. We propose novel techniques for efficiently generating such model summaries. Our
techniques leverage commonalities on two levels—per-summary and between
multiple summaries. We also propose a scalable implementation of our techniques in a MapReduce framework. For both sequential and parallel implementation, we typically achieve speedups of one or more orders of magnitude,
while guaranteeing the exact same results as the naive approach.

3.1 Introduction

Powerful learning methods like tree-based ensembles, SVM’s, and artificial neural nets can be used for training highly accurate prediction models even when
there is only a limited understanding of the underlying process that generated
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a given data sample. The models are flexible enough to model complex interactions between many variables and they can handle large datasets. This
makes them ideal candidates for exploratory analysis in scientific and business
applications [35]. During exploratory analysis users want to understand “what
the model has learned” about functional dependencies between different input
variables and the output. This is important for two reasons. First, it provides
insights about the data being modeled. Second, it helps serve as a sanity check
to see if the model has the expected behavior. Unfortunately, for non-trivial
datasets models tend to be complex and often difficult to understand. Even
single decision trees become unintelligible once they have thousands of nodes.
One of the most popular approaches used by scientists to understand highdimensional functions, including prediction models, is through low dimensional
summaries [28, 37, 47, 35]. Consider the following example from bird ecology.
A scientist wants to discover which variables strongly affect occurrence of endangered wild bird species. She has access to millions of records about bird
sightings, each with hundreds of attributes describing time and location of the
sighting and location properties like climate, vegetation, land cover, elevation,
and so on. Such data is available through the Avian Knowledge Network (AKN)
at www.avianknowledge.net. Using the available data the scientist trains a
good model for predicting occurrence of bird species. Now she wants to see a
low dimensional summary for how elevation alone, affects occurrence. To do
this, the scientist computes a set of summaries that average out from the model
the effects of all attributes other than elevation, and visualizes the results as
shown in Figure 3.1. Each graph in the figure shows how elevation alone affects
the model response and the different graphs correspond to different ways of averaging out the effects of other attributes. We discuss the exact method used for
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generating these summaries in Section 3.2.
In general, scientists like to explore large collections of model summaries by
either searching for specific patterns or using an OLAP-style [17] analysis, i.e.,
examining different attributes in many “slices” and “dices” of the data space. In
practice, though, there is a high computational cost associated with generating
the model summaries. This forces them to limit their attention to a small number of coarse summaries. Even producing a single model summary using the
existing approaches can be very expensive, because they require the model to
be evaluated at a large number of combinations of attribute values. Exploring
this challenging data management problem that arises when generating large
sets of low dimensional summaries for complex data mining models is the focus of this paper. We propose novel techniques for making the generation of
these summaries computationally feasible. The main idea is to leverage inherent structure in summary computation workloads, both within a summary and
between different summaries. We show that by careful materialization and precomputation, one can avoid duplicate computation and dramatically reduce
computation cost. This paper focuses on tree-based data mining models. We
typically achieve a speedup of one or more orders of magnitude over existing
approaches, without sacrificing the quality of the estimates produced. Specifically, we make the following contributions:

• We introduce the summary computation problem for complex data mining
models and identify common structure in the workloads for generating
model summaries. (Sections 3.2 and 3.3)
• We propose algorithms that take advantage of the structure for speeding
up summary computations in tree-based models, including state of the art
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bagged and boosted tree ensembles. (Sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6)
• We evaluate our algorithms using models built from real world data and
show that our proposed algorithms provide impressive speedups in computing large sets of summaries. (Section 3.7)

Section 3.8 discusses briefly some extensions to our algorithms. Section 3.9 discusses related work and Section 3.10 concludes the paper.

3.2 Generating Model Summaries

We introduce the model summaries that scientists would like to generate for
complex data mining models. Our goal is to support efficient computation for
all of them. In this section we will slightly abuse notation by using the same
symbol for both an attribute name and the set of all values of this attribute. In
particular, we will write y ∈ Year to state that y is a value of attribute Year.

3.2.1 Example
Assume a scientist has trained a model F (Elev, Year, Hpop), which for a given
combination of elevation (e ∈ Elev), year (y ∈ Year), and human population
density (h ∈ Hpop) can accurately predict the probability of observing some
bird species of interest. Now she wants to visualize the effect of elevation, i.e.,
how does the probability of observing the bird species of interest depend on
elevation. In this example, and in the remainder of this paper, we will refer
to the attributes that the scientist wants to visualize with a model summary
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Figure 3.1: Summary Generation

as the summary attributes. The remaining attributes in the model are the nonsummary attributes of this summary. We will also use the terms attribute and
variable interchangeably throughout the paper.
In our elevation analysis example, elevation (Elev) is the summary attribute/variable and year (Year) and human population density (Hpop) are the
non-summary attributes/variables. Intuitively, a visualization of the summary
will show Elev values on the x-axis, while Year and Hpop do not appear as variables in the summary (see Figure 3.1(i)).
Similarly, if the scientist wanted to study the combined effect of Elev and
Hpop on bird occurrence, she would choose these two as the summary attributes, while Year would be the non-summary attribute. The corresponding
summary plot would show a two-dimensional function surface.
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There is no perfect way of summarizing a high-dimensional function with a
lower-dimensional function. Some information will inevitably be lost, no matter
which method we choose. However, all accepted methods for summarizing the
effect of a given subset of the input variables follow the same fundamental principle of experimental design: To study the dependency of the output on a variable,
one varies only this variable while holding the other variables constant. Otherwise one
would see the mixed effect of varying multiple variables together.

3.2.2 Generating Individual Summaries
Studying the effect of Elev while holding Year and Hpop constant means that
we are computing a function Fy,h (Elev) = F (Elev, y, h), where y ∈ Year and
h ∈ Hpop are a selected year and human population density value. Intuitively,
function F (Elev, Year, Hpop) is conditioned on a given pair of year and human
population density values. The elevation effect might be different for different years and human population densities. Hence scientists usually compute
Fy,h (Elev) for many different (y, h) pairs.
Assume the scientist wants to compute Fy,h (Elev) for a given (y, h) pair and
a set of elevation values {e1 , e2 , e3 }. She would have to evaluate the data mining model for tuples (e1 , y, h), (e2 , y, h), and (e3 , y, h); the corresponding summary of the elevation effect would then consist of the pairs (e1 , F (e1 , y, h)),
(e2 , F (e2 , y, h)), and (e3 , F (e3 , y, h)). For another (y, h) pair, she would similarly
compute the corresponding summary of the elevation effect. Figure 3.1(i) illustrates the idea. Each plot shows the effect of elevation conditioned on specific
values of (y, h). By choosing an appropriate set of (y, h) pairs, the scientist can
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obtain a very detailed picture of how elevation might affect bird occurrence. We
discuss popular choices next.

3.2.3 Selecting Non-Summary Attribute Values
The (y, h) pairs at which the elevation summaries are computed can be selected
in various ways. Often scientists prefer to sample them uniformly from the input dataset, in particular from those data points that were used for training the
model. Choosing non-summary attribute value-combinations that actually occurred in the training data reduces possible extrapolation effects from using the
model in very sparse regions of the data space [37]. In our example, only (y, h)
pairs for which a tuple with this year-human population density combination
exists in the training data would be selected.
Choosing non-summary value combinations only from the training data has
the drawback that the summaries are limited by biases in the input data. For
example, if only a small fraction of bird sightings is reported from regions with
very low human population density, then the set of elevation summaries will be
dominated by those for (y, h) combinations with larger h. For some years, there
might be no reports from very sparsely populated regions at all. To overcome
these problems caused by the skewed distribution of non-summary attributes,
scientists sometimes select the combinations of non-summary attribute values
from a regular grid. In our example, they would select a set of Year values and
a set of Hpop values, and then create an elevation summary for each pair in the
cross-product of the two sets.
Naturally, whenever computationally feasible, the scientist can generate
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summaries using either method and then compare the results.

3.2.4 Aggregating Summaries
Generating a separate summary for each selected combination of non-summary
attribute values results in a very large number of summaries, making it difficult
to examine and interpret all of them. Therefore, scientists often aggregate these
summaries into a single one or a small set of visualizations. This is done by
averaging the individual summaries.
In our bird ecology example, the summary of the effect of elevation, taking
into account the average affect of year and human population density, is defined
P
as FYear,Hpop (Elev) = k1 ki=1 Fyi ,hi (Elev). Here the (yi , hi ) are the selected combinations of year and human population density. Figure 3.1(ii) shows an example.
When the (yi, hi ) pairs are picked by sampling uniformly from the training data,
then the summary FYear,Hpop (Elev) is called a partial dependence plot [28].
Aggregate summaries like partial dependence plots are popular not only
because they compactly summarize the effect of the summary variables on the
output. In some cases the aggregate summary shows the exact dependence.
For example, assume F (Elev, Year, Hpop) = F1 (Elev) + F2 (Year, Hpop), i.e., F
is the sum of two functions where one does not depend on Elev and the other
P
not on Year and Hpop. Then, since FYear,Hpop (Elev) = k1 ki=1 Fyi ,hi (Elev), we can
P
easily derive FYear,Hpop (Elev) = F1 (Elev) + k1 ki=1 F2 (yi, hi ). Stated differently,
the aggregate summary shows the exact dependence of F on Elev, which is
F1 (Elev), plus a constant [28].
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In general, if F can be expressed as the sum of two functions, one only depending on summary variables and the other only depending on non-summary
variables, then F is said to have no interactions between summary and nonsummary variables.
Even if there are interactions between some summary and non-summary
variables, an aggregate summary can still provide valuable information. For
example, if Fy,h (Elev) shows a certain trend for the vast majority of (y, h) combinations, then this trend will usually show in their average FYear,Hpop (Elev).
Hence the average summary still provides a good compact visualization of the
set of individual summaries.
Also, rather than limiting oneself to the extremes—visualize each Fyi ,hi (Elev)
individually or visualize the average of all of them —the scientist can explore
average summaries for different subsets of (yi , hi ) pairs. For example, if the
scientist suspects an interaction between Hpop and Elev, then she can compute
two summaries FHpop<hc (Elev) and FHpop≥hc (Elev). The former is an average of
all Fyi ,hi (Elev) for which hi < hc ; the latter averages all Fyi ,hi (Elev) with hi ≥ hc .
Figure 3.1(iii) shows the resulting visualizations for the summaries.
The summaries that we described above are emerging as tools of choice in
many applications [28, 35, 47]. The reason for their popularity is that they help
a scientist visualize the effects of the model in different slices and dices of the attribute space. Since the summaries are primarily used in visualizations, they are
usually computed over one and two attributes only. Summaries over larger subsets of attributes are difficult to visualize, but may also be computed to explore
statistics like the range of F values or additivity among subsets of variables.
We will introduce summaries and the resulting summary computation problem
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more formally in the next section.

3.3 Problem Definition

Our goal is to efficiently compute a set of average summaries for a selected
region of the data space. All these summaries are based on the same set of
data points for their non-summary attribute values. The formal definition can
be found below. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we will focus
only on partial dependence plots [28] as our model summaries. All techniques
generalize naturally to the other summary types discussed in Section 3.2.
Let X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , X|X | } be a set of |X | attributes with domains dom1 ,
dom2 ,. . . , dom|X | , respectively. Let Y be the output with domain domy . Let
F : dom1 × dom2 × · · · × dom|X | → domy be a data mining model which is
trained on a given dataset D = {(x(1), y(1)), (x(2), y(2)), . . . , (x(|D|), y(|D|))},
where all x(i) ∈ dom1 × dom2 × · · · × dom|X | and y(i) ∈ domy . Model F maps
|X |-dimensional vectors x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , x|X | ) of input attribute values to the
corresponding output value F (x).

Definition 3 Let X , F and D be as defined above and let S ⊂ X and S˜ ⊂ X be such
that S ∪ S˜ = X and S ∩ S̃ = ∅. The partial dependence summary of F on S is
defined as
∀xS ∈

O
Xj ∈S

1 X
F (xS , xS̃ (i))
F̂S̃ (xS ) =
|D| i=1
|D|

domj :

(3.1)

where xS̃ (i) = πS̃ (x(i)) is the projection of the i-th data record in D on the attributes
in S̃.
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While this definition is particular for partial dependence summaries, it easily extends to other ways of selecting the values of non-summary attributes.
All we need to do is replace D with the appropriate set of non-summary value
combinations. For example, if the scientist wants to explore summaries OLAPstyle in a certain slice or dice of the data space, then D is replaced by some
selection σ(D). Individual non aggregate summaries correspond to the special
case where |σ(D)| = 1. We will point out additional optimization opportunities
for special cases of σ(D) where appropriate. We can now define the summary
computation problem as follows.

Definition 4 Let P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , p|P |} be a set of summaries (“plots”). Let pi .S ⊂ X
N
be the summary attributes for pi ; and let pi .VS ⊆ Xj ∈pi .S domj be a set of visualization points associated with summary pi . The summary computation problem is to
compute FX −pi .S (pi .S), at each visualization point vpi .S ∈ pi .VS and for all summaries
in P .

For ease of notation when talking about a single summary we will refer to
its summary attributes as S and visualization points as VS dropping the dependence on p.
In this paper we also address a version of the summary computation problem where the set of visualization points for a summary is not predefined, but
rather generated in an online manner. This problem which we will refer to as
the the online version of summary computation arises when a scientist after generating a coarse summary may want to refine it interactively by adding more
visualization points.
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Algorithm 6: Naive Algorithm For Summary Computation
Require: Model F (X ), Summary Attributes S, Non-summary Attributes S̃, Dataset D,
Visualization Points VS
1: for all vS ∈ VS do
2:

sum = 0

3:

for all x ∈ D do

4:

sum = sum + F (vS , xS̃ )

5:

end for

6:

return (vS , sum
|D| )

7: end for

3.3.1 Summaries For Black-Box Models
In this section, we describe a simple algorithm for summary computation,
which can be used for any data mining model. This algorithm is a direct implementation of the definition of a partial dependence summary and is outlined in
Algorithm 6 for a single summary. The algorithm is called for each summary in
P.
Computing a set of summaries using the naive algorithm is very expensive.
The algorithm runs a total of |VS | · |D| points through the model to compute a
single summary. For complex natural processes, good models tend to be complex as well, resulting in high total prediction cost. In the bird ecology domain,
a typical analysis, even if limited to one-and two-dimensional summaries for a
single region, typically requires several CPU months of computation time. In
general, producing the summaries is the computational bottleneck during exploratory analysis. Our goal therefore is to reduce this cost significantly.
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3.3.2 Opportunities for Performance Improvement
Our algorithms for speeding up summary computations are based on the following observations.
Repetitive structure among query points: To compute a summary for a given
set of visualization points VS and dataset D, the model is evaluated for all points
in VS × D. (Notice the nested for-loops in Algorithm 6 that implement this
cross-product.) For each vS ∈ VS , there are |D| query points that all have the
same value vector vS for the summary attributes. Similarly, for each x ∈ D,
there are |VS | points that all have the same value vector xS̃ for the non-summary
attributes. This repetitive structure creates a potential for sharing computation
across query points.
Aggregation: For a given visualization point vS , its summary output is the average of the model predictions for all query points in {vS } × D. Rather than
first computing each individual prediction and then averaging them, it might
be possible to push aggregation into the model.
Inter-summary commonality: Multiple summaries for the same model can
have non-summary or summary attributes in common. Since all summaries
in a given summary set P share the same dataset D, there are additional opportunities for sharing computation across summaries. Also, similar sets of visualization points open up even more opportunities for optimization.
Distributed computation: We will also show that summary computations can
be scaled to very large data sets and large sets of plots by distributing the computation across a set of processors. Even when distributing computation, we can
still take advantage of the above mentioned structural properties of the work88

load.
Notice that if a data mining model is truly a blackbox, i.e., we do not know
anything about function F other than the input-output combinations for those
inputs for which the model was evaluated, then we cannot exploit any of the
structural properties of the summary computation workload. Hence techniques
for exploiting these properties have to be tailored to the structure of the data
mining model. While the high-level approach will be the same—identify common computation and store appropriate results to avoid repeating the same
computation; push aggregation into the model—the actual techniques for implementing these ideas will be model-dependent.
In this paper we focus on tree-based models, because they are among the
very best prediction models for both classification and regression problems [63,
15], and widely used in practice. Extending our ideas to other data mining and
machine learning model types is part of our future work.

3.4 Summary Computation in Trees

We briefly introduce tree-based prediction models and show how to take advantage of their structure to exploit the observations discussed in Section 3.3.2.
The algorithms will be more formally introduced in Section 1.3.
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Figure 3.2: Example Tree and Dataset

3.4.1 Tree Models
Classification and regression trees are some of the oldest and most popular predictive models [11]. A tree model partitions the data space recursively, attempting to achieve partitions with high purity, low mean squared error, or similar
goals. Each non-leaf node in the tree splits the data space on some attribute; the
leaves contain predictions for points that fall into the corresponding region of
the data space.
Figure 3.2 shows an example tree model built on three continuous attributes
X1 , X2 , and X3 . The root corresponds to the entire data space. It contains a split
predicate on X1 (X1 < 3). The root has two children. The left child corresponds
to the “half” of the data space containing all records with X1 < 3, while the
right child corresponds to the other “half” of the data space with records satisfying X1 ≥ 3. This continues recursively at the children, who can divide their
respective sub-spaces further by similarly splitting on any attribute. The leaves
of the tree contain predictions, in the example these are some constants a, b, c, d,
and e. Nodes are not limited to binary splits, i.e., they can have more than two
children. In the rest of the paper, we will refer to a node in a tree model as n,
and its children as c1 . . . ck , where k denotes the total number of children of n.
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When making predictions for a point x, the tree is traversed from the root. At
each node, the split predicate is evaluated for x. This evaluation, which we will
refer to as n.TestSplit(x) in the rest of the paper, returns the appropriate child
where the traversal continues recursively until a leaf is reached. For example,
in the tree of Figure 3.2, if x = (1, 1, 2), then the predicate evaluation at the root
results in the traversal of the left child (X2 < 5), after which the prediction a is
returned. Missing values in a query point can be handled gracefully by sending
partial weights down each sub-tree and then computing the weighted average
of the corresponding leaves. Since trees are well-known, we omit a detailed
discussion and refer the reader to [11].
Tree models are very popular, because they are somewhat intelligible (less
so for large trees), can model complex functions, and can handle missing values
and all types of attributes. The only downside is that the predictive performance
of single tree models usually is not competitive with more recent machine learning techniques. This disadvantage has been eliminated by ensemble methods
like bagged trees [9], boosted trees [59], random forests [10], and Groves [63].
These ensembles consist of many trees and make predictions by adding and/or
averaging predictions of all trees in the ensemble. Recent studies have shown
that ensembles of trees are among the very best predictive models known today [63, 15] and are widely used in many applications. Our techniques can be
applied to all these tree ensembles.
Many variations of trees have been proposed, including some with multivariate splits (split predicates on more than one variable) and with non-trivial
prediction functions in the leaves (rather than a constant value). With the advent of ensemble methods, these more “exotic” trees are rarely used. For all our
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algorithms in this paper we will therefore focus on trees with univariate splits
and constant predictions in the leaves. In Section 3.8 we will briefly outline how
our algorithms can be easily extended to the more complex tree types.

3.4.2 Sharing Computation
We show how to implement the basic ideas for speeding up summary computation (see Section 3.3.2) for tree models. We will focus on single trees; all ideas
extend to ensembles by applying them to each tree in the ensemble individually.
For ease of presentation, the techniques are explained for a concrete example.
The general algorithms are discussed in Section 1.3.
Short-circuiting: Our first technique leverages the repetitive structure in the
query workload for computing a single summary. Consider the example tree
in Figure 3.2 and assume we want to compute a summary on S = {X1 } for
dataset D, shown in the same figure. Furthermore, assume the set of visualization points is VX1 = {1, 4, 7}.
The table in Figure 3.3 shows the set of query points that are run through
the model for this summary computation. This set is the cross product of VX1
and πX2 ,X3 (D). Notice that every combination of (X2 , X3 ) values in D occurs
|VX1 | many times. Whenever we reach a node with a predicate on X2 or X3 , if
that node was reached before for another query point with the same (X2 , X3 )
values, then we can avoid duplicate computation by memoizing previous predicate evaluation results.
We propose to implement this idea by short-circuiting the tree for a given
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X1 < 3
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Figure 3.3: Single-point Short-circuit Trees

(X2 , X3 ) value combination. To short-circuit the tree, we traverse the tree starting at the root. Whenever we encounter a node that splits on summary attribute
X1 , we explore both children. Whenever we encounter a node that splits on
one of the non-summary attributes X2 or X3 , we only explore the corresponding sub-tree for which the predicate evaluated to true. During this traversal,
we remove all encountered nodes that split on non-summary attributes X2 and
X3 , and we remove these nodes’ sub-trees for which the predicate evaluated to
false. Intuitively, for a given (X2 , X3 ) value combination, we compress the tree
by removing (1) all nodes that split on X2 and X3 and (2) all sub-trees that cannot be reached for this (X2 , X3 ) value combination, no matter what the X1 value
would be.
Tree (A) in Figure 3.3 is the short-circuited tree for xX2 ,X3 = {7, 4}. Given
this tree, predictions at all points of the form (X1 , 7, 4) can be computed without
accessing any X2 , X3 nodes. In fact, we only need to run the X1 value through
this tree. For example the point (1, 7, 4) avoids the test on X2 < 5 and directly
returns the correct prediction b. We will refer to such a tree as a single-point
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short-circuit tree, because it was created based on a single non-summary attribute
value combination (i.e., a single point from D). Trees (B) and (C) in Figure 3.3
are the single-point short-circuit trees for the other (X2 , X3 ) combinations in D.
With short-circuiting, we do the predicate evaluation work for the nonsummary attribute values of each data record x ∈ D only once. The larger
the set of evaluation points VS and the smaller the short-circuited tree, the more
these savings will pay off.
Instead of short-circuiting a tree on the non-summary attributes, one could
alternatively short-circuit on the summary attributes. However, in practice usually |S| ≪ |S̃|, because scientists usually care about summaries for visualization (|S| = 1 or |S| = 2) and natural phenomena tend to be complex (|X | is in
the order of hundreds of attributes). This implies that short-circuiting on nonsummary attributes will usually result in better tree compression. Therefore, we
will always short-circuit on non-summary attributes.
Aggregating short-circuit trees: Short-circuiting reduces redundant computation involving non-summary attributes, but there is still redundant computation for summary attributes. Consider the single-point short-circuit trees in Figure 3.3, where we generated a separate tree for each point in D. There are obvious similarities between these trees. In particular, all trees have the same root
node, which tests X1 < 3. A visualization point X1 = c, for any constant c, will
perform the same predicate evaluation at the root of each tree, and it will take
the same branch in all trees.
This redundant work can be avoided by pushing aggregation into the tree
model. For X1 = c, we actually do not need the individual predictions for
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X1 < 5
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Figure 3.4: Multi-point Short-circuit Tree

query points (c, 7, 4),(c, 2, 5), and (c, 1, 8), but only their average. This allows
us to merge the single-point short-circuit trees of Figure 3.3 into a single tree
(Figure 3.4) with a new root. We will refer to this merged tree as a multi-point
short-circuit tree. The details of how this tree is generated and used for computing summary outputs will be discussed in Section 1.3. For a given vS , a single
traversal of this tree will give us the summary output at the visualization point.
This avoids the redundant work introduced by generating a separate singlepoint short-circuit tree for each point in D. For convenience, in the rest of the
paper whenever we refer to a short-circuit tree, unless mentioned otherwise, it
refers to a multi-point short-circuit tree.
Setting up a multi-point short-circuit tree removes any interaction between
D and the visualization points of a summary. This is very useful for the online
summary computation problem because a stream of visualization points can be
processed by a small short-circuited tree.
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Inter summary structure: The techniques discussed so far avoid repetitive work
in the computation of a single summary. In the summary computation problem
as introduced in Section 3.3, a scientist might request a large set of summaries,
P , for a given dataset D. In this case, any pair of summaries {pi , pj } ∈ P can
share computation on attributes in X − {pi .S ∪ pj .S}.
For example, assume X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , X100 } and P contains the three summaries {(X1 , X2 ), (X1 , X3 ) and (X1 , X4 )}. Summaries (X1 , X2 ) and (X1 , X3 ) can
share computation on attributes X4 , . . . , X100 . Similarly, summaries {X1 , X2 )
and (X1 , X4 ) can share computation on X3 , X5 , . . . , X100 and so on.
The above example illustrates that when multiple summaries have to computed for the same dataset, generating the short-circuit trees for all of the summaries together will help share computation on non-summary attributes across
the different summaries. Notice that some summaries in P can also have summary attributes in common. However, in order to exploit any shared computation for summary attributes, the visualization point sets for these summaries
should exhibit a particular structure (Section 3.5.3).

3.5 Algorithms

We first introduce short-circuit trees more formally and then present algorithms
for creating and querying such trees. For ease of presentation, in the following
discussion we will assume that there are no missing values in the set D. Extending the algorithms to support missing values will be addressed in Section 3.8.
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3.5.1 Short-circuit Tree Structure
Let T be a given tree for which we want to compute a summary on S. The
corresponding short-circuit tree TS̃ conceptually is identical to T augmented by
additional information in some of the nodes.
Let n be a node of T that splits on a summary attribute. In TS̃ this node maintains two types of information about each subtree rooted at its children. Let c
be a child of node n. The first type of information is an array of short-circuit
pointers, called shckts. Each pointer in this array points to a node in the subtree
rooted at c with the following properties: (1) the node splits on a summary attribute and (2) none of the node’s ancestors that are also descendants of node n
splits on a summary attribute. For example in the short-circuit tree of summary
X1 (Figure 3.4), the right child of the root contains a single short-circuit pointer
to the node which splits on X1 < 5. The left child of the root has no short-circuit
pointers since there does not exist any node in its subtree that splits on X1 . In
general, there can be 0, 1, or more pointers in shckts, depending on the tree
structure. The second type of information for a subtree rooted at c is a residual
prediction, called res pred, which is the sum of the predictions for all points in
πS̃ (D) that traversed the subtree rooted at c, but reached a leaf without encountering a node that splits on a summary attribute. Consider the left subtree of
the root node in our example tree. Since the root splits on a summary attribute,
when we traverse the tree for non-summary combinations xS̃ ∈ πS̃ (D), we pass
all these points to both the left and the right child of the root. In the left subtree,
all these points reach leaves without encountering another node that splits on
summary attribute X1 . Two of these points, (2, 5) and (1, 8), reach the leaf with
prediction a, while one point, (7, 4), reaches the one that predicts b. Hence the
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Algorithm 7: Point Compute Output
Require: Tree Node n, Visualization Point vS
1: c = n.TestSplit(vS )
2: sum = c.res pred
3: for all n′ ∈ c.shckts do
4:

sum = sum + Point Compute Output(n′ ,vS )

5: end for
6: return sum

residual prediction stored at the root for the left subtree is 2a + b.
If the root node of T splits on a non-summary attribute, then TS̃ also has a
new root node with the trivial split predicate “true”. It maintains an array of
short-circuit pointers and a residual prediction computed for the entire tree T,
as explained above for nodes that split on summary attributes.
Computing a summary using the short-circuit tree is straightforward. For a
visualization point vS , we traverse tree TS̃ starting at the root and then following the appropriate short-circuit pointers. More precisely, we call Algorithm 7
for the root of TS̃ . The algorithm determines the appropriate subtree by evaluating the split predicate (line 1); it then recursively traverses all short-circuit
pointers for this subtree. For all accessed nodes, their residual predictions are
P
added. This sum is equivalent to |D|
i=1 F (vS , xS̃ (i)), hence we obtain the desired
summary output value F̂S̃ (vS ) by simply dividing this sum by |D|.
For a given set of summaries P , a separate short-circuit tree is constructed
for each summary. Rather than storing them separately, we “merge” all of them
into the original tree T. More precisely, a node has not any more only a single
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Algorithm 8: Short-circuit Tree
Require: Tree T, Summary Set P , Dataset D
1: Create new root node new root
2: for all x ∈ D do
3:

new root.Update( Short-circuit Node(T,P ,x) )

4: end for
5: return new root

(shckts, res pred) pair. It now has an array of these entries, one array element
for every summary that contains the split attribute of the node as a summary
attribute.

3.5.2 Generating Short-circuit Trees
Algorithms 8 and 9 describe the pseudocode for generating all short-circuit
trees. For each record in D, they perform a single traversal of the tree (instead
of |P | traversals). We first discuss Algorithm 9 which performs operations at a
single node n in the tree.
To better understand Algorithm 9, let us for now assume that P contains
only a single summary on attributes S. In this case the output (called op in the
pseudocode) is a single pair consisting of a short-circuit pointer to a node in n’s
subtree (including n itself) and a prediction value. Exactly one of them is null.
Now let us examine how the output is computed.
If n is a leaf, then the algorithm simply returns the node’s prediction value
(and null for the pointer). Now consider the case when n is not a leaf. If n
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Algorithm 9: Short-circuit Node
Require: Tree Node n, Set Of Active Summaries Pn , Data Record x
1: if n is a leaf then
2:

for all p ∈ Pn do
op[p] = hnull, n.predictioni

3:
4:

end for

5: else
6:

Pns = {p ∈ Pn | n.splitAttribute ∈ p.S}

7:

c′ = n.TestSplit(x)

8:

for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} do

9:

if ci == c′ then

10:

op = Short-circuit Node(ci ,Pn ,x)

11:

for all p ∈ Pns do

12:

ci [p].shckts.add( op[p].shckts )

13:

ci [p].res pred.add( op[p].res pred )

14:

op[p] = hn, nulli
end for

15:
16:

else

17:

optmp = Short-circuit Node(ci ,Pns ,x)

18:

for all p ∈ Pns do

19:

ci [p].shckts.add( optmp [p].shckts )

20:

ci [p].res pred.add( optmp [p].res pred )
end for

21:
22:
23:

end if
end for

24: end if
25: return op
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splits on an attribute in S, then we need to recursively traverse all children of n.
For each child, this traversal returns either a short-circuit pointer to the highest
node in that subtree that splits on a summary attribute and was accessed during
the traversal for point x (notice that there is only one such node). Or it returns
a residual prediction value for this subtree (if no node splitting on a summary
attribute was encountered). The returned pointer or prediction value added
to n for the corresponding subtree. Since n splits on a summary attribute, its
nearest ancestor that splits on a summary attribute should point to it. Hence the
algorithm returns op as a pair containing a pointer to n and null for the residual
prediction value.
If n splits on a non-summary attribute, then we only traverse that child for
which the split predicate evaluates to true (n.TestSplit(x)). This recursive call
returns either a pointer or a residual prediction as described before, but since
n splits on a non-summary predictor, it is conceptually deleted from the tree
and hence does not store any short-circuit pointers or residual predictions itself.
Instead, it simply returns what ever it received from its subtree to its ancestor.
Algorithm 9 efficiently implements this procedure we just discussed, but
now for an entire set of summaries together. The set of active summaries encodes the set of all summaries that reach node n. Notice also the branches in
lines 10–15 and 17–21. For the child c′ that was selected by the split predicate
evaluation, all summaries that were active at n remain active. For the other children, only those summaries for which the split attribute is a summary attribute
will be active. Similarly, as lines 11 and 18 indicate, we only update n’s pointers and residual prediction values for those summaries that contain n’s split
attribute as a summary attribute. Line 14 ensures that for these summaries, we
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return a short-circuit pointer to n to n’s ancestors. For all other summaries, i.e.,
those for which n’s split attribute is a non-summary attribute, the algorithm simply outputs the pointer or residual prediction value it received from traversing
the subtree rooted at c′ .
Algorithm 8 calls Algorithm 9 on the root node of tree T with the active set
of summaries set to P , for every point in D. The return array from the call
to Algorithm 9 contains information to update the short-circuit pointers and
residual prediction for the root of the short-circuit tree for each summary in P .

3.5.3 Generating The Summary Output
Once the short-circuit tree for a set of summaries has been generated, computing
the summary output is straightforward: we use Algorithm 7 as before, but now
include a summary identifier in each set of visualization points to access the
correct short-circuit tree for a summary. In the remainder of this section we will
introduce a technique for speeding up querying the short-circuit tree by taking
advantage of structure in the set of visualization points.
Since summaries are primarily created for visualization, scientists often define VS as a grid of summary values, i.e., VS = VX1 × . . . × VX|S| , where each VXi
is a set of values selected independently for Xi . This creates repetitive structure
within the set of visualization points.
Algorithm 10 exploits this structure in VS to speed up querying the shortcircuit trees with the evaluation points. Intuitively, rather than pushing the cross
product VX1 ×· · ·×VX|S| through the tree, we traverse the tree with the individual
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Algorithm 10: Set Compute Output
Require: Tree Node n with Xi as its split attribute, Sets Of Visualization Points
VX1 , . . . , VX|S| , Summary p, Summary Attributes S
1: (Vc1 ,Xi , . . . , Vck ,Xi ) = SplitV(VXi )
2: for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} do
3:
4:

for all vS ∈ VX1 × · · · × VXi−1 × Vcj ,Xi × VXi+1 × · · · × VX|S| do
UpdateOutput(vS ,cj [p].res pred)

5:

end for

6:

for all n′ ∈ cj [p].shckts do

7:
8:

Set Compute Output(n′ , VX1 , . . . , VXi−1 , Vcj ,Xi , VXi+1 , . . . , VX|S| )
end for

9: end for

sets VXi kept separate. While update cost at each node is still proportional to the
size of the cross product (lines 3, 4), splitting cost (line 1) and parameter passing
cost (line 7) are reduced to being proportional to the size of an individual set
VXi and the sum of the sizes of all individual sets, respectively. (Without the
optimization, these costs would have been proportional to the size of the cross
product as well.) Hence, while the overall evaluation cost asymptotically still
depends on |VS | = |VX1 × · · · × VX|S| |, the optimization significantly reduces the
constant factor, leading to a slower cost increase with increasing |VS |.
For a given summary S, the algorithm traverses the entire short-circuit tree
once. At a node n that splits on attribute Xi , it splits the set of visualization
values for this attribute, VXi , into Vc1 ,Xi ,. . . , Vck ,Xi based on the evaluation of the
split predicate for each value in VXi . For every child c of n, the algorithm first
updates the summary output for all visualization points in VX1 × · · · × VXi−1 ×
Vc,Xi × VXi+1 × · · · × VX|S| with the residual prediction at c for summary S. It
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then makes a recursive call for every node in c’s list of short-circuit pointers for
summary S, passing the appropriate VX sets. The above routine is called on the
root of the short-circuit tree for a summary and the sets of visualization values
for each attribute.
As we pointed out in Section 3.2, the set of points from which values for nonsummary attributes are derived may also be defined by a grid. If that was the
case, we could use a technique like Algorithm 10 for generating the short-circuit
trees. We do not describe the details here in the interest of space.
Notice that if different summaries have the same visualization values for attributes they share, then we can achieve additional inter-summary cost savings.
For example, if multiple summaries with summary attribute Xi use the same set
VXi , then we can cache the split result of the VXi set at node n. If other summary
computations reach the same node, they can re-use the cached splits. In our experiments, however, this optimization did not provide significant speedups because for one-and two-dimensional summaries the chance of sharing summary
attributes is much smaller than for sharing non-summary attributes.
Extension to ensembles: Extending the above algorithms to an ensemble of
trees, denoted T , is straightforward. In the first step, for each tree T ∈ T , we
generate the short-circuit trees for all summaries. In the second step, we compute summary output for a visualization point by running the point through all
the |T | short-circuit trees for each summary. The results are then appropriately
averaged or summed, depending on the ensemble type.
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3.6 Distributed Computation

Despite all cost improvements from taking advantage of the structure of summary computation workloads, we have to parallelize computation to make it
scale to realistic scientific applications. In this section, we propose algorithms
that allow us to scale in all important input parameters of summary computation: size of the dataset |D|, number of summaries |P |, size of the ensemble |T |,
and number of visualization points |VS | per summary. We say that our algorithm is (linearly) scalable in a parameter, if we can achieve the following: With
c times as many machines of equal capability, we can process a c times larger
job (i.e., parameter scaled up by a factor of c) without suffering a significantly
higher response time.
While it is possible to implement a distributed framework specific to summary computations, we decided to use the recently proposed MapReduce [21].
Two factors prompted this design decision: First, the requirements for distributing summary computations fit well with the programming abstractions supported by MapReduce. Second, using a framework like MapReduce makes it
easy to run the distributed algorithms on a cluster without having to worry
about low-level issues usually associated with implementing distributed algorithms.

3.6.1 Map Reduce
Before discussing our algorithms, we briefly introduce MapReduce.

The

MapReduce framework can be used to implement a two-phase distributed com-
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putation on a very large input dataset, which we denote as I. The first phase,
Map, partitions I into a set of disjoint units. A user-specified map function is
then applied to each unit in parallel by a set of machines, called the mappers.
The output of map is a set of < key, value > pairs. A single map function can
produce many different keys and values. The second (and optional) phase, Reduce, works on all the key-value pairs produced by the mappers. Conceptually,
these pairs are grouped by their key; then each group is processed by a single reducer. This happens in parallel on many reducer machines. The output
produced by all the reducers is the final output of the distributed computation.
Further details on MapReduce can be found in [21].

3.6.2 Algorithms
As we show in this section, MapReduce is a good fit for distributing summary computations. Obviously, there are many different ways to implement
our problem in MapReduce. To be scalable in the number of summaries, we
can implement a map phase that distributes the summaries across mappers and
computes summary outputs in parallel. The summary output for a visualization point can be computed on subsets of D and T in parallel (map) and then
aggregated (reduce). To be able to scale in other problem parameters as well,
we set up map and reduce tasks as follows.
Input and output: The input dataset to our MapReduce algorithms is the cross
product P × D × T . Hence each mapper will work on some subset P ′ × D ′ ×
T ′ , where P ′ ⊆ P , D ′ ⊆ D, and T ′ ⊆ T . Additionally, each summary may
have a set of predefined visualization points, in which case the output of the
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Algorithm 11: Map
Require: set of (P ′ , T ′ , D′ ) triplets, containing some summaries P ′ ⊆ P , some trees
T ′ ⊆ T , and some data points D ′ ⊆ D
1: for all T ∈ T ′ do
2:

Short-circuit Tree(T, P ′ , D′ )

3: end for
4: for all p ∈ P ′ do
5:
6:
7:
8:

for all vS ∈ p.VS do
P
sum = T∈T ′ Point Compute Output(T, vS )
Output((p, vS ), (sum, |D′ |))
end for

9: end for

Algorithm 12: Reduce
Require: Key=(p, vS ), Value={(sum1 , |D ′ |1 ), (sum2 , |D ′ |2 ), . . .}
1: t sum=0; cnt=0;
2: for all (sum, |D ′ |) ∈ Value do
3:

t sum += sum; cnt += |D ′ |

4: end for
5: Output((p, vS ),

sum
cnt )

MapReduce computation will be the final summary outputs. If the visualization
points are not specified (the online problem), then the output of the MapReduce
computation will be the short-circuit trees for all summaries in P .
Predefined VS : When the set of visualization points is predefined, then this set
is loaded into each mapper before executing the map function. Each mapper
then computes for each visualization point of a summary in P ′ , the total contri-
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bution that D ′ and trees in T ′ make to the summary output at the visualization
point. The corresponding map function is described in Algorithm 11. Each reduce function receives as key a (p, vS ) combination and as values a set of partial
summary outputs computed over subsets of T and D. The reduce function performs a simple aggregation of this set to produce the final summary output for
the (p, vS ) combination (Algorithm 12). If the ensemble computes predictions
by weighting trees differently, Line 6 in Algorithm 11 needs to be modified to
compute the corresponding weighted sum.
If the set of visualization points per summary is very large, the above algorithm may have two bottlenecks. First, each mapper processes all visualization
points for a summary. Second, the set of keys generated by the map will be
very large, making the grouping by key operation expensive. To avoid this, and
guarantee scalability in the number of visualization points, we can partition the
set of visualization points of a summary. For each subset of visualization points,
we add a new summary with a new summary id to P , but with the same S. To
reduce the number of keys, each mapper produces the summary (p) as the key
and a reducer aggregates outputs for all visualization points associated with a
summary.
The computation of the summary output for a visualization point, given D
and T , involves only sum and count aggregates. Hence it is easy to show that
the distributed algorithm computes the correct result.
No predefined VS ; generating short-circuit trees: Our second MapReduce algorithm is for the case when the set of visualization points for a summary is
not part of the input. Hence we want to compute the short-circuit trees for all
summaries in P and all trees in T , so that when visualization points are later
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presented to the model, it can efficiently produce summaries from the shortcircuited models. The basic idea is to generate a multi-point short-circuit tree
for a summary p and a tree T by merging the singlepoint short-circuit trees generated for each point in D. As before, each mapper loads a triplet (P ′ , D ′ , T ′ ),
but different from Algorithm 11, the mapper in this case outputs for each pair
(p ∈ P ′ , T ∈ T ′ ) (the key), the set of single point short-circuit trees generated
for each point in D ′ (the value). The reduce function receives a single (p, T)
pair as the key and sets of single-point short-circuit trees generated from the
different mappers as values. The reduce function merges all these single-point
short-circuit trees into the multi-point short-circuit tree for the (p, T) pair.
The main challenge here is to efficiently merge the single-point short-circuit
trees. There are many ways of implementing the merge process. We propose an
approach that works well in practice. The main observation is that the actual
single-point short-circuit trees are not necessary for generating a multi-point
short-circuit tree. All we need is, for every leaf in the original tree, a count of
the number of single-point short-circuit trees that the leaf is part of. Once these
counts are known, a single pass on the tree can be made to generate the multipoint short-circuit tree with the short-circuit pointers and all residual predictions. Consider the example in Figure 3.3. Knowing that S = X1 , that the leafs
with predictions a, c, and d are part of two single-point short-circuit trees, and
that b and e are part of one, is enough information to produce the multi-point
short-circuit tree of Figure 3.4.
With this observation, the merge process becomes very simple. A mapper
produces for a particular (p, T) pair (the key), a set of counts, one for every
leaf in T (the value). For a leaf, the count represents the number of single-
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point short-circuit trees generated from D ′ that the leaf is part of. The reducer
aggregates these counts to obtain the number of single-point short-circuit trees
that a leaf is part of for the entire set D. The reducer then loads the original tree
T and makes a traversal of T to generate the multi-point short-circuit tree for
the (p, T) pair that is the key to the reducer.
Scalability: The proposed MapReduce algorithms can scale in all the inputs
of the summary computation problem, namely P , D, T . On the map side, the
space of P × D × T can be partitioned to any granularity and distributed across
a set of mappers. On the reduce side, when the sets of visualization points are
known, reducers work on the P × VS space, which can again be partitioned to
any granularity across the reduce machines. When the reducers are generating
short-circuit trees, they work on the P × T space which is again partitioned
across a set of reduce machines. The exact method used for generating the partitions for a given problem is discussed in Section 3.7.2.

3.7 Experiments

We study the benefits of short-circuiting and the other proposed optimizations
over the naive algorithm. Then we demonstrate the scalability of our distributed
algorithms. The presented results are representative for the results of our extensive study and they capture what one could typically expect to see in terms of
cost reduction in practice.
We report results for a real bird ecology dataset obtained from the Avian
Knowledge Network (www.avianknowledge.net), Project FeederWatch, that
was joined with datasets containing geographical features of observation lo110

cations. It covers a geographical region in North America and contains about
90,000 observation records, described by 155 continuous attributes (e.g., time,
location, habitat features, climate, census features, elevation). We use 60,000
records to train a model for predicting the probability of observing the Darkeyed Junco. The model is a bagged tree model consisting of 10 trees and is
trained using the IND package [13]. The trees were grown using the information gain splitting criterion without any kind of pruning, and due to bagging
it was among the very best predictive models we were able to train for this
dataset. Each tree in the ensemble had on average 10,300 non-leaf nodes.
For our experiments, we use the entire 60,000 training records as the D set
in summary computations. The training data had missing values on some attributes, which we filled in using values randomly selected from the attribute’s
domain. We verified that all leaves of the tree contained data points to guard
against degenerate cases. Not handling missing values in the short-circuited
trees is not an inherent limitation of our approach, as discussed in Section 3.8,
just a limitation in our current implementation. The choice of the actual D set
does not matter much, because our experiments are only aimed at evaluating
the speedups we obtain in summary computations.

3.7.1 Single Machine Experiments
Our algorithms are implemented in Java and the experiments reported in this
section were run on a Linux machine, with a 2.66GHz processor and a JVM
heap size of 3GB. All reported times are in seconds. Standard deviations in the
reported times were negligible and hence are not reported.
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Table 3.1: Summary Computation Time (sec): Frequent Attributes
|VS |

Naive

ShCkt

100

85.0

3.02 (= 2.96 + 0.06)

400

311.5

3.17 (= 2.97 + 0.20)

625

469.8

3.29 (= 2.96 + 0.33)

Table 3.2: Summary Computation Time (sec): Infrequent Attributes
|VS |

Naive

ShCkt

100

84.8

2.1 (= 2.1 + 0.001)

400

324.5

2.1 (= 2.1 + 0.001)

625

462.7

2.1 (= 2.1 + 0.002)

Naive vs. short-circuiting: We begin our evaluation by comparing the benefits of the short-circuiting algorithm (Section 1.3) over the naive algorithm (Section 3.3.1). The first summary, which we refer to as the frequent attributes summary, is on a pair of attributes that are frequently used as split attributes in the
ensemble (Table 3.1). The second summary is on a pair of attributes used infrequently in the ensemble (Table 3.2). The tables report the time taken to compute
the summaries using the naive algorithm (Naive) and time taken to compute
summaries using short-circuiting (ShCkt). For short-circuiting we also report
how much of the total time went into generating the short-circuit tree versus
how much into querying these trees and generating summary outputs. The
above times are reported for sets of visualization points of different sizes.
For the frequent attribute summary, the summary attributes occur in the
split predicates of 12% and 11% of all non-leaf tree nodes, respectively. In this
case, we see that short-circuiting is about 30 to 140 times faster than naive. The
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speedup improves with increasing |VS | (Table 3.1). The naive algorithm makes
a pass on the entire D set per visualization point, revisiting and re-evaluating
node predicates in the trees multiple times. The short-circuiting algorithm on
the other hand pays a fixed cost for generating the short-circuit trees in a single
pass over D. It then runs visualization points through the smaller trees with
their pre-computed residual predictions. Therefore, it is natural to see greater
savings from short-circuiting as we increase the number of visualization points
in a summary. As the cost breakup for ShCkt shows, the cost of generating
the short-circuit trees is independent of VS (2.9 secs), and the cost of running
visualization points through them is approximately linear in the number of visualization points.
Table 3.2 reports the results for a summary on infrequently used split attributes, which together accounted for less than 1% of the splits in the ensemble.
Here short-circuiting provides even greater benefits, showing 40 to 200 times
speedup over naive. The naive algorithm does the same amount of work for
any summary and hence the numbers in the Naive column in Tables 3.1 and 3.2
are similar. However, the short-circuiting algorithm is able to exploit the fact
that the summary attributes of interest are not used often in the tree. The time
spent in creating the short-circuit model is down to 2.1 secs since fewer nodes
in a tree split on summary attributes and hence less work is done in setting up
short-circuit pointers and residual predictions. The resulting short-circuit trees
are also smaller and therefore there is a significant reduction in the time taken to
compute summary outputs. In fact, the short-circuit trees are so small that we
hardly see any measurable increase in the cost of generating summary outputs
as we increase VS . The less frequently the summary attributes occur as split
attributes in the tree, the greater the expected speedup from short-circuiting.
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Figure 3.5: VS On A Grid
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Figure 3.6: Mutiple Summaries

VS on a Grid: The next experiment measures the benefits when the visualization points are defined on a grid as described in Section 3.5.3. Given the
short-circuit tree for the frequent attribute summary, Figure 3.5 plots the time
taken to run a set of visualization points through the short-circuit tree and produce the summary outputs. The set of visualization points are selected on a
two-dimensional grid and obtained by selecting values for each attribute independently and uniformly between the maximum and minimum values of the
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Figure 3.7: No Predefined VS : Scaling In |D|

attribute’s domain.
Ind-V plots the times when the visualization points are run through the
short-circuit model one-by-one. Grid-V is the time taken for computing summary values using Algorithm 10. The graph shows that the costs for Ind-V and
Grid-V both increase linearly with the number of visualization points, but at a
much lower rate for Grid-V, as we discussed in Section 3.5.3.
Multiple Summaries: The last experiment in this section measures the benefits
of generating the short-circuit trees for a set of summaries together (M-Plot)
rather than one summary at a time (Ind-Plot). Summary workloads for this
experiment were generated as follows. We first generated the set of all possible
one- and two-dimensional summaries over the attributes used by the trees in the
ensemble as split attributes. Summary workloads of different sizes are obtained
by randomly sampling this set.
Figure 3.6 shows that generating short-circuit trees for multiple plots together is up to 10 times faster than generating them one summary at a time.
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These benefits increase with increasing number of summaries. M-Plot makes a
single pass on D, evaluates node predicates for each point in D exactly once,
and for a point in D, makes all updates to short-circuit pointers and residual
predictions in one visit to a node. Ind-Plot generates the same short-circuit trees
as M-Plot, but it uses |P | passes on D, repeatedly accessing the same nodes and
evaluating predicates in them for every pass on D.
An interesting observation in Figure 3.6 is how the costs increase for IndPlot and M-Plot. For Ind-Plot the cost increases linearly as expected. M-Plot on
the other hand shows also non-linear trends, which can be explained as follows.
Recall from Algorithm 9 that a node n is visited by M-Plot only if |Pn | > 0. As
P increases, more nodes in the tree will have |Pn | > 0, and hence more nodes
will be visited, resulting in higher cost. The exact increase depends on how
many additional nodes end up being accessed. Once P is large enough, such
that for all nodes in the tree |Pn | > 0, further increasing P will cause costs to
increase linearly due to the extra short-circuit trees generated, while the nonlinear effects from reaching additional nodes disappear.
The only obvious drawback of M-Plot is that we may run out of memory
when generating short-circuit trees for large P . In that case we can use either
the distributed solutions (Sec 3.6) or partition P into smaller subsets and only
processing these subsets together. The cost of this approach will be somewhere
between Ind-Plot and M-Plot, depending on the size of the subsets of P .
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3.7.2 Distributing Summary Computations
In this section we evaluate how the MapReduce algorithms proposed in Section 3.6 scale in the different input parameters of summary computations. The
experiments were run on a cluster with 20 machines. Each machine in the cluster had a 2.66Ghz processor and 8GB RAM and the cluster was running Hadoop
v0.18 [71], the open source implementation of MapReduce configured with all
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the default settings. The times that we report are job completion times reported
by the Hadoop framework and include all costs such as job setup and teardown
times. Deviations in the measured times were small and hence not reported.
In Section 3.6 we defined the map input as the P × D × T space and mentioned that each mapper works on some chunk of this space. Here we now specify explicitly how we generate these chunks to achieve scalability. To scale in a
given parameter, we partition the space along this parameter and do not partition along the other parameters. For example, to scale in D, we create chunks
P × D ′ × T , where D ′ ⊆ D. Each mapper therefore processes a subset of D, but
the complete P and T .
Predefined VS : Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 show how the MapReduce algorithm
scales in D, P , and T respectively, when the set of visualization points is part of
the input. (The graph for scalability in |VS | looks virtually the same, and hence
is omitted.)
Figure 3.8 reports scalability in D. We fixed the number of summaries to 1
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(the frequent attributes summary) with 900 visualization points. The model is
the same 10-tree ensemble as before. The number of reducers was set to 1. We
then computed the summary for D of varying size. The larger datasets were
generated by simply replicating the D set used in the previous section. This
ensures that as the datasets are scaled up, access patterns in the tree remain the
same and any increase in cost is only due to processing additional data points.
The scaling factor is the size multiplier for D. Line Single shows job completion
times when the entire computation is done on a single mapper and, as expected
response time increases linearly. For the Distributed graph, we increased the
number of mappers in proportion to the scaling factor of the dataset. As we
can see, response time remains constant with increasing |D|, showing that the
framework scales well in D.
Figure 3.9 shows the results for scalability in P . We fixed the dataset D to
the 60,000 points used in previous experiments, used the same 10-tree ensemble,
and fixed the number of visualization points at 900. Notice that when partitioning on P , each mapper works on a subset of P , but the entire D and T . Hence
we do not need a reduce phase and the number of reducers was set to 0. We use
the same method as described above for generating summary workloads. The
line marked Single measures job completion time when the computation uses 1
mapper; for the Distributed line we added mappers proportional to the increase
in the number of summaries. The algorithm scales well in P . Note that the costs
for Single shows non-linear trends because of the interaction that we discussed
in the previous section between the size of P and nodes accessed in a tree.
Figure 3.10 reports scalability in the size of the ensemble. We fixed the number of summaries to 1 (the frequent attributes summary) with 900 visualization
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points, and used the usual dataset of 60,000 points. Like the experiment for
scaling in D, the number of reducers was set to 1.
No predefined VS ; computing short-circuit trees: The last experiment evaluates
our MapReduce algorithm for computing the short-circuit trees. We only show
results for scaling the computation in D; the results for the other parameters
were similar. Figure 3.7 shows the results for the exact same experimental setup
described for the scaling in D experiment earlier. We also used a single reducer
which generated the short-circuit trees for all 10 trees in the ensemble. The
experiment shows that the framework scales well in D, even for computing
short-circuit trees.
Our experiments show that our MapReduce algorithms scale in each dimension of the summary computation problem. When the user has access to a limited number of machines and wishes to scale in all of P , D and T , one may need
to evaluate which inputs are more important to partition. However, given that
the algorithms scale similarly in all the input parameters, the exact choice of
partitioning will not make a big difference.

3.8 Extensions

For the sake of clarity, we made a few simplifying assumptions in previous sections. Our algorithms generalize naturally and can be extended with additional
functionality, as we briefly discuss in this section.
Overlapping Di : We pointed out in Section 3.3 that our algorithms are directly
applicable to any arbitrary data set Di that is used for obtaining non-summary
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attribute values, including selections of regions of D. When the user creates a
set of summary computation problems, each for a different Di , we process them
as independent instances of the summary computation problem. However, if
there is significant overlap between these Di sets, then we can do much better.
Algorithm 8 can exploit this additional commonality by defining P as the union
of the individual summary sets for the different Di , and D as the union of the
Di ’s. The algorithm makes one pass on D, but for an x ∈ D, the set of active
summaries at the root is not P , but a subset of P , which contains only those
summaries for which x is contained in the corresponding Di .
Confidence Intervals: For aggregate summaries, scientists are also interested in
obtaining the standard deviation. The residual prediction for a child c of a node
n in the tree represents a part of the summary output, obtained as the sum of
some leaf predictions. For computing standard deviation, we would also store
for c the sum of squares of the leaf predictions.
Missing Values: Many tree types handle missing values in a query point gracefully by sending partial weights down each sub-tree of a node that splits on
an attribute whose value is missing; then computing the weighted average of
the corresponding leaves. Our algorithms, which were described for the case
that there are no missing values in D, can be extended to support this behavior.
We extend Algorithm 9 by associating a weight with each active summary at a
node. At the root all weights are 1. When Line 7 in Algorithm 9 fails because x is
missing the value for the split attribute, all children are recursively visited with
Pn as the active set. However, when visiting a child c, the weight for a summary
p ∈ Pn − Pns is modified to the current weight of p times the fraction of training
cases that went into the subtree of c. Line 3 returns the prediction in the leaf
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multiplied with the weight of the summary. Also note that op[p].shckts could
now contain multiple node pointers and not just one.
Complex Trees: Our approach also generalizes to tree types with multivariate
splits at non-leaf nodes and non-trivial functions as leaf predictions. For these
trees, we usually cannot generate multi-point short-circuit trees because the prediction made by a leaf and predicate evaluation at a non-leaf node may require
the values of both the visualization point and some non-summary attributes.
However, we can still generate single-point short-circuit trees that modify each
non-leaf and leaf node to contain functions only on summary attributes, by replacing the non-summary variables with the values of the given point xS̃ ∈ D.
The multisummary optimization can also still be applied.

3.9 Related Work

Several papers discuss partial dependence plots [28, 47] and functional ANOVA
methods [57] for summarization of complex models. In more recent work,
Hooker points out extrapolation problems that may arise when generating summaries from sparse data sets [36].
Friedman [28] proposes a technique for computing approximate partial dependence plots in tree models. This method gives no approximation quality
guarantees, and it produces accurate summaries only when strong independence assumptions hold. Our focus is on computing the exact same summaries
as the naive algorithm, no matter what the attribute distribution. Our work is
the first to address the computational challenges that arise in generating lowdimensional summaries without introducing any approximation errors com122

pared to the exhaustive naive algorithm.
Research on tree models usually concentrates on improving prediction quality [11, 9, 59, 10] or on scalable algorithms for training tree models from large
data sets [30]. In general, little work has been done to address the performance
issues that arise when using complex data mining models, not only trees, for
making predictions. Bucila et al [12] propose model compression to reduce model
size and computational cost for making predictions. Model prediction time has
also been studied in the context of scientific simulations [53]. However, in both
cases the original model is approximated, and elimination of redundant computation for summaries is not considered. Our approach is orthogonal in the sense
that we would speed up summary computation for such approximate models
further by eliminating redundant computation.
The database community has started to explore efficient data management
for models [23, 65]. The focus of that work is very different from our work on
computing low-dimensional summaries of complex models.
Multi-query optimization has been studied in many different contexts like
relational databases [61] and stream processing [2, 22]. The central idea is to
optimize a set of queries by reusing query results or by leveraging common
sub-expressions. While our algorithms have a similar theme of sharing computation, the structural properties that we exploit are very different.
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3.10 Conclusions

In this paper, we motivated and introduced a new data management problem
that arises when generating low-dimensional summaries from complex data
mining models. We identified various types of structure in summary computation workloads, which we leveraged in order to develop algorithms for speeding up summary computations in tree-based models. Our algorithms produce
the exact same results as the naive approach for summary generation, but are in
some cases more than 100 times faster than naive. Tree-based models are widely
used and hence the algorithms in this paper help address the computational
challenges in generating summaries in many applications. We are currently exploring how the ideas of taking advantage of structure presented in this paper
can be applied to other complex learning models.
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